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OPINION 

CORCORAN, Justice. 

Appellant David Gulbrandson (defendant) was convicted 
of premeditated first-degree murder and theft. He was 
sentenced to consecutive sentences of death on the murder 
conviction and the presumptive term of 5 years on the theft 
conviction. This automatic appeal followed. See A.R.S. 
§ 13-4031; rules 26.15, 31.2(b), & 31.15(a)(3), Arizona 
Rules of Criminal Procedure. Defendant also filed a 
separate notice of appeal of the conviction and sentence on 
the theft charge. We have jurisdiction pursuant to article 
6, § 5(3) of the Arizona Constitution and A.R.S. §§ 13-
4031 to -4033. We affirm defendant's convictions and 
sentences. 

I. FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

A. Facts 

In 1990, defendant and the victim, Irene, became partners 
in a photography business known as Memory Makers, 
which they operated out of Irene's home. For about 
one year, during 1990, Irene and defendant were also 
romantically involved. Defendant lived with Irene and her 
two children until January 1991 when Irene asked him to 
move out. He leased his own apartment on February 1, 
1991. 

After the romantic relationship ended, the business 
relationship continued, but defendant suspected that Irene 
was trying to steal the business from him. Irene did in 
fact wish to sever the business relationship and wanted to 
"buy out" defendant by paying him for his proportionate 
share of the business. From about January to March 1991, 
Irene resumed dating Evan Shark, with whom she had 
been involved before her relationship with defendant. 

On February 14, 1991 (Valentine's Day), defendant 
became intoxicated and argued with Irene about the 
business in the presence of two friends, Sally and 
Charles Maio. Defendant tried to strangle Irene, and 
Charles Maio had to pull defendant off of her. Later, 
when the Maios drove defendant home, defendant said, 
"I'm going to kill her [Irene]. I'm going to kill the 
business. I'm going to kill everything." Irene filed a 
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petition complaining about the incident and obtained an 
injunction prohibiting harassment, which was an order 
from the court prohibiting defendant from having any 
contact with Irene and from going to her residence. A 
police assistant testified at trial that when she served 
defendant the injunction on February 27, 1991, defendant 
"called [Irene] a bitch." 

Irene traveled to New Mexico on business the weekend 
of March 8, 1991, accompanied by Evan Shark, to 
sell photographs by Memory Makers. She returned on 
Sunday, March 10, about 7:00 p.m. with cash and checks 
from the business trip. Mr. Shark returned to his home in 
Las Vegas, Nevada. 

The next morning, Monday, March 11, 1991, Irene's 
daughter went to her mother's bedroom to awaken her and 
found the bedroom door locked. Her daughter knocked 
on the door but heard no response; she then noticed a 
dark stain on the wall leading to her mother's bedroom. 
Suspecting that something was wrong, the daughter 
telephoned her grandmother who called the police. The 
police found Irene dead in the bathroom adjacent to her 
bedroom, and her car, a 1987 Saab Turbo, was missing. 
Two of her three children were home the evening of March 
10 but apparently did not hear anything suspicious. 

Irene was killed brutally. The police found her face down 
dressed in only a pair of panties with her legs bent up 
behind her at the knee and her ankles tied together by an 
**587 *54 electrical cord attached to a curling iron. Her 

right wrist was bound with an electrical cord attached to a 
hair dryer. Her bedroom was covered in what appeared to 
be blood. From the bedroom to the bathroom were what 
appeared to be drag marks in blood. Clumps of her hair 
were in the bedroom; some of the hair had been cut, some 
burned, and some pulled out by the roots. 

· Four knives and a pair of scissors were in the kitchen 
_ sink and appeared to have blood on them; hair appeared 
to be on at least one of the knives. There also was what 
appeared to be blood on a paper towel holder in the 
kitchen; a burnt paper towel was in Irene's bedroom. A 
Coke can with what appeared to be a bloody fingerprint 
on it was on the kitchen counter; this fingerprint was later 
identified as defendant's. At trial, the state's criminalist 
testified that the knives, scissors, paper towel holder, and 
Coke can had human blood on them, although the police 
did not determine the blood type. Defendant's fingerprints 

were found on the paper towel holder and on an arcadia 
door at Irene's home, which was open in the family room 
the morning after the crime. A blood-soaked night shirt 
with holes in it was in Irene's bedroom; the blood on 
the nightshirt was consistent with Irene's blood type. A 
banker's bag was also in her bedroom with what appeared 
to be blood on it. 

The autopsy revealed that Irene suffered at least 34 sharp
force injuries (stab wounds and slicing wounds), puncture 
wounds, and many blunt force injuries. The most serious 
stab wound punctured her liver, which alone was a fatal 
injury. Her nose was broken, as were 2 ribs on the back of 
the chest and 5 ribs in front on the same side of her trunk. 
The tine from a wooden salad fork was embedded in her 
leg; a broken wooden fork was found in the bedroom. 
On her left buttock was an abrasion that appeared to be 
from the heel of a shoe. The thyroid cartilage in front 
of her neck was fractured, which could have been caused 
by squeezing or by impact with a blunt object. She died 
from the multiple stab wounds and the blunt neck injury. 
The neck injury may have resulted in asphyxiation. The 
pathologist believed that most, if not all, of the injuries 
were inflicted before death. 

The police immediately suspected defendant. Police 
officers set up a surveillance of his apartment. Having 
observed no one entering or leaving the apartment, 
police officers conducted a "check-welfare" sweep of the 
apartment at about 3:00 p.m. on March 11, because they 
were concerned that defendant might have been injured in 
the struggle with Irene. The officers knocked on the door, 
announced their identity, and entered the apartment with 
a pass key after hearing no response. They searched briefly 
for defendant, but he was not inside. While making the 
sweep, an officer saw some apparently blood-splattered 
papers on the kitchen counter and a jacket apparently 
stained with blood hanging on the back of a kitchen chair. 

Early in the evening of March 11, defendant called his 
mother, Dorothy Riddle, and told her that "he thought he 
had done a terrible thing. He thought he had killed Irene." 
Defendant also said that he was going to kill himself. 
Ms. Riddle called the police and told them about this 
conversation. 

The police obtained a warrant to search defendant's 
apartment and did so at about 8:20 p.m. on March 11. 
The police found checks from New Mexico, payable to 
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Memory Makers, and other business papers relating to 
Memory Makers; black clothing (shoes, shirt, pants, and 
a jacket); and a business card in the back pocket of the 
black pants. All these items had human blood on them 
consistent with Irene's blood type. The police also found 
a credit card of Irene's in the pocket of the black jacket. 

Witnesses saw defendant gambling in Laughlin, Nevada, 
in the early morning of Tuesday, March 12, 1991. 
Defendant told casino employees that his name was David 
Wood. The casino offered, and defendant accepted, a free 
room for the day because defendant had played for several 
hours and lost between $1,100 and $1,200. 

Defendant had attempted to sell Irene's car to a bar owner 
in Great Falls, Montana, but the bar owner refused, in 
part because defendant could not produce a title to the 
car. Defendant did sell a cellular phone **588 *55 from 
the car to the bar owner. On April 1, 1991, a police 
officer in Montana found Irene's car abandoned with 
Canadian license plates attached; the officer found an 
Arizona license plate under the driver's seat. The police 
apprehended defendant in Montana on April 3, 1991. 

B. Procedural Background 

On April 17, 1991, defendant was indicted in Maricopa 
County for first-degree murder and theft. 

Defendant's counsel requested a rule 11 competency 
examination, which was denied after a pre-screening 
report was prepared. The trial court granted defendant's 
request for a neurological examination (CAT scan) 
because of a prior head injury. 

Defendant presented at trial the defenses of insanity 
and lack of intent. At no time did defendant allege the 
defense of self-defense. Martin Blinder, M.D., defendant's 
psychiatric expert who performed an evaluation of 
defendant, testified about defendant's abusive childhood, 
history of depression and alcoholism, past psychiatric 
treatment, and past history of familial, financial, and 
personal failure. He further testified to 4 diagnoses of 
defendant's psychiatric condition: dissociative episode 
and fugue state, bipolar disorder, alcoholism, and 
personality disorder. The trial court sustained the state's 
objections to any testimony regarding defendant's mental 
state at the time of the offense because Dr. Blinder could 

not testify that defendant was MNaghten insane. 1 

Defendant's sisters, Edith Klemp and Paula Famularo, 
both testified regarding defendant's poor relationship with 
his father and prior mental problems. They both testified 
that if defendant murdered Irene, he did not know what 
he was doing, nor did he understand the consequences of 
his act. 

The state called in rebuttal Alexander Don, M.D., and 
John Scialli, M.D., who both performed psychiatric 
evaluations of defendant. Dr. Don testified that defendant 
told hin1 that the last memory defendant had before 
Irene's murder was going to her home that night to get 
a key to his apartment because he had locked himself 
out. Defendant further told Dr. Don that he remembered 
talking to Irene in the kitchen and that she had thrown a 
pair of scissors at him. The next thing defendant said he 
remembered was driving through Wickenburg and then to 
Laughlin to gamble. Defendant said he saw a report about 
Irene's murder on television and only then believed he had 
committed the crime. 

Dr. Don testified that defendant was not MNaghten 
insane at the time of the killing. Further, he testified that 
a person's ability to remember an incident has nothing to 
do with that person's knowledge regarding what he was 
doing while he was doing it. Dr. Scialli also testified that 
in his opinion defendant was legally sane at the time of 
the alleged offense because defendant knew the nature and 
quality of his acts and the difference between right and 
wrong. Dr. Scialli testified that the results of the CAT scan 
were normal. 

The jury was instructed on premeditated first-degree 
murder, second-degree murder, manslaughter, the 
insanity defense, and the theft charge. Defendant did not 
raise the defense of self-defense or request a self-defense 
instruction, and the jury was not instructed on felony 
murder. The jury convicted defendant of premeditated 
first-degree murder and theft of property having a value 
of a minimum of $8,000. 

After conducting an aggravation/mitigation hearing, the 
trial court sentenced defendant to death, finding that he 
had committed the murder in an especially heinous or 
depraved manner. The trial court found that defendant 
failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that his 
capacity to appreciate the wrongfulness of his conduct or 
to conform **589 *56 his conduct to the requirements 
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of the law was significantly impaired, but not so impaired 
as to constitute a defense to prosecution. The trial court 
found_ that defendant proved by a preponderance of the 
evidence that "he was under unusual stress." See A.R.S. 
§ 13-703(G)(2). The trial court also found several non

statutory mitigating circumstances but concluded that the 
mitigating circumstances were not sufficiently substantial 
to call for leniency. 

The trial court ordered that defendant's 652 days of 
presentence incarceration time be split between the 
sentences of death for the murder and 5 years for the theft, 

and that the sentences be served consecutively. 2 

II. ISSUES 

We address the following issues in this appeal: 

Trial Issues 

1. Whether the trial court erred in death-qualifying the 
prospective jurors. 

2. Whether the trial court erred in denying 

defendant's motion to suppress evidence seized from 
his apartment. 

3. Whether the trial court erred in limiting the 
testimony · of defendant's mental health expert 
regarding defendant's state of mind at the time of the 
murder. 

4. Whether the trial court abused its discretion by 
allowing the admission of gruesome photographs of 
the victim, the crime scene, and the autopsy. 

5. Whether the trial court abused its discretion by 

allowing the admission of evidence, pursuant to 
rule 404(b), Arizona Rules of Evidence, regarding 

defendant's prior assault on the victim. 

6. Whether defendant was deprived of the right to 
a fair trial because some state's witnesses referred 
to untested substances as "blood," rather than as 
substances that "appeared to be blood." 

7. Whether the prosecutor violated rule 15.l(a)(7), 
Arizona Rules of Criminal Procedure, by failing to 
disclose an inconsistent statement of a witness. 

8. Whether the prosecutor violated rule 9.3, Arizona 
Rules of Criminal Procedure, by advising state's 

witnesses before they testified about the manner of 
the victim's death. 

9. Whether the trial court had a sua sponte duty to 
make an on-the-record inquiry as to the waiver of 
defendant's right to testify. 

10. Whether the state failed to prove premeditation 

beyond a reasonable doubt. 

Selltellcillg Issues 

1. Whether defendant should be resentenced before 
a different judge because the trial court heard victim 
statements regarding opinions as to the appropriate 
sentence. 

2. Whether defendant's rights to due process and 
a fair and reliable capital sentencing were violated 
because the trial court held a joint sentencing hearing 

on the noncapital and capital offenses. 

3. Whether the death penalty was the appropriate 
sentence. 

4. Whether the Arizona death penalty statute as 
written and applied is constitutional. 

ID. DISCUSSION 

A. T1·ial Issues 

1. Death Qualification of Jury 

All potential jurors in this case completed a written 
questionnaire, which included the **590 *57 following 

question:. "Do you have an opinion about the death 
penalty? yes no If so, explain." As a result of the answers 

to that question and to the judge's question whether 
their "conscientious or religious scruples or feelings ... 
would prevent [them] from voting on First Degree Murder 
because of the possible imposition of the death penalty," 
some jurors were excused. After excusing these jurors, 
the court asked again whether any of the jurors' "feelings 
about the death penalty" would interfere with their ability 
to reach an impartial decision about the case. None of the 
remaining jurors responded affirmatively. 
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Defendant argues that these questions violated his right 
to an impartial jury under the Sixth and Fourteenth 
Amendments of the United States Constitution and article 
2, § 24 of the Arizona Constitution. He argues that the 
questions resulted in the elimination of an impartial cross
section of the community, a jury more likely to consider 
defendant's failure to testify as an indication of guilt, 
and a jury more distrustful of defense attorneys and 
less concerned with the danger of erroneous conviction. 
But see Lockhart v. McCree, 476 U.S. 162, 173-78, 106 
S.Ct. 1758, 1764-67, 90 L.Ed.2d 137 (1986) (holding that 
there is no "fair cross-section" requirement for petit juries 
and that "death qualification" of jurors serves the state's 
legitimate interest in obtaining a jury that can properly 
and impartially apply the law to facts of the case). 

Further, defendant argues that because the jury does not 
impose the death sentence in Arizona, death qualification 
serves no legitimate interest. But see State v. Sparks, 147 
Ariz. 51, 54-55, 708 P.2d 732, 735-36 (1985) (sustaining 
death qualification). 

Defendant did not object to the trial court's questioning 
of the prospective jurors. In fact, defendant requested 
such questions. Therefore, defendant has waived this 
issue on appeal, absent a finding of fundamental error. 
State v. Herrera, 176 Ariz. 9, 15, 859 P.2d 119, 125, 
cert. denied, 510 U.S. 966, 114 S.Ct. 446, 126 L.Ed.2d 
379 (1993). Death qualification of the jury in this case 
was not fundamental error. See State v. Schaaf, 169 
Ariz. 323, 331, 819 P.2d 909, 917 (1991) (holding that 
questioning prospective jurors about their position on the 
death sentence is permissible to determine whether jurors 
can perform their duties); see also State v. West, 176 Ariz. 
432, 439--40, 862 P.2d 192, 199-200 (1993), cert. denied, 
511 U.S. 1063, 114 S.Ct. 1635, 128 L.Ed.2d 358 (1994). 

2. Motion to Suppress Evidence Seized from 

Defendant's Apartment 

Defendant moved to suppress all evidence seized from 
his apartment during the March 11 search conducted 
pursuant to a warrant because the earlier entry into the 
apartment was warrantless, and the affidavit the police 
submitted to obtain the search warrant referred to items 
seen during the warrantless entry. In response, the state 
contended that the police had substantial information 
justifying the issuance of a warrant independent of the 
warrantless entry, and that the police had decided to 

procure the search warrant before making the warrantless 
entry. The court denied the motion to suppress. 

The trial court held, and both parties here agree, that 
the initial warrantless entry into defendant's apartment to 
conduct a check-welfare sweep was unlawful. Defendant 
argues that the subsequent search pursuant to a warrant 
violated his rights against unreasonable search and 
seizure. See U.S. Const. amend. IV; Ariz. Const. art. 2, 
§ 8; State v. Main, 159 Ariz. 96, 99, 764 P.2d 1155, 1158 
(App.1988) (upholding suppression of evidence seized 
pursuant to protective sweep). 

The trial court's ruling on the motion to suppress should 
not be reversed on appeal, absent clear and manifest 
error. State v. Stanley, 167 Ariz. 519, 523, 809 P.2d 944, 
948 (1991). We hold that the trial court correctly found 
this evidence admissible under the independent source 
doctrine. See Nix v. Williams, 467 U.S. 431, 443, 104 
S.Ct. 2501, 2508, 81 L.Ed.2d 377 (1984); see also Murray 
v. United States; 487 U.S. 533, 536--41, 108 S.Ct. 2529, 
2533-35, IOI L.Ed.2d 472 (1988) (holding that evidence 
observed in plain view during illegal entry does not 
have to be suppressed if search warrant obtained later 
based on information from independent sources); **591 
*58 Segura v. United States, 468 U.S. 796, 813-14, 104 

S.Ct. 3380, 3390, 82 L.Ed.2d 599 (1984) (holding that 
suppression not mandated because search warrant issued 
based on information obtained by police before illegal 
entry). 

The basic premise of the independent source doctrine is 
that the police should not be placed in a worse position 
than they would have been in, absent the illegal conduct. 
Nix, 467 U.S. at 443--44, 104 S.Ct. at 2508-09. "[T]he 
products of a subsequent search under warrant may be 
admitted at trial, provided the warrant was based on 
information legally obtained." State v. Martin, 139 Ariz. 
466, 477, 679 P.2d 489, 500 (1984); see also State v. Ault, 
150 Ariz. 459,466, 724 P.2d 545, 552 (1986) (holding that 
evidence seized during illegal search must be suppressed 
but that other evidence seized later pursuant to search 
warrant was admissible). 

Two Arizona cases are closely analogous to the situation 
here. In State v. Ault, the court declined to apply the 
inevitable discovery doctrine in that factual situation 
based on a violation of Arizona's right to privacy 
provision-article 2, § 8 of the Arizona Constitution ("No 
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person shall be disturbed in his private affairs, or his home 
invaded, without authority of law."). 150 Ariz. at 465-
66, 724 P.2d at 551-52. In that case, the police entered 
the defendant's home to arrest the defendant without 
an arrest warrant or search warrant. Ault, 150 Ariz. at 
462, 724 P.2d at 548. While in the defendant's home, the 
police seized a pair of muddy shoes that incriminated the 
defendant. Ault, 150 Ariz. at 462, 724 P.2d at 548. The 
police had intended to arrest the defendant before seeing 
the shoes. The police later obtained a search warrant for 
the defendant's home. Ault, 150 Ariz. at 462, 724 P.2d 
at 548. Ault emphasized the stronger protection afforded 
by our state constitution's right to privacy provision and 
held that the "shoes seized should have been suppressed 
as primary evidence obtained as a direct result of police 
misconduct." 150 Ariz. at 466, 724 P.2d at 552. However, 
Ault also held that evidence seized pursuant to the search 
warrant was properly admitted, relying on State v. Martin. 

Ault, 150 Ariz. at 466, 724 P.2d at 552. 

In Martin, as in this case, the police made a warrantless 
entry into the defendant's home and conducted a 
"protective sweep." 139 Ariz. at 470, 679 P.2d at 493. The 
police then obtained a search warrant, and no items were 
seized from the house until after the search warrant was 
issued. Id In Martin, the court held that "products of a 
subsequent search may be admitted at trial, provided the 
warrant was based on information legally obtained." 139 
Ariz. at 477, 679 P.2d at 500. 

Here, as in Martin, no evidence was seized until after 
the search warrant was issued. The information learned 
during the initial unlawful entry was included in the search 
warrant, along with other information from independent 
sources. The proper method for determining the validity 
of the search, which the trial court used, is to excise the 
illegally obtained information from the affidavit and then 
determine whether the remaining information is sufficient 
to establish probable cause. In addition, the state must 
show that information gained from the illegal entry did 
not affect the officer's decision to seek the warrant or the 
magistrate's decision to grant it. See People v. Koch, 209 
Cal.App.3d 770,257 Cal.Rptr. 483,485 (1989). 

The trial court noted that the affidavit for the 
search warrant contained substantial information from 
independent sources supporting probable cause: (1) 
defendant's phone calls to the victim on March 10, 
(2) defendant's threatening phone calls to the victim's 

daughter the weekend before the murder when her mother 

was in New Mexico, 3 (3) defendant's previous assault on 
the victim, (4) defendant's absence, and (5) defendant's 
mother's report to the police that she had received a 
phone call from him in which he **592 *59 said he 
thought he had killed Irene. Furthermore, the trial court 
found that the detective's intent to seek the warrant 
was formed before the first illegal entry into defendant's 
apartment. We conclude that the trial court did not abuse 
its discretion by denying the motion to suppress. 

3. Limit on Testimony of Defendant's Medical Expert 

Regarding Defendant's State of Mind at the Time of the 

Murder 

The state moved to limit the testimony of defendant's 
mental health expert, Dr. Blinder. The state argued that 
Dr. Blinder's testimony should be limited to a discussion 
of defendant's general personality traits, and that he 
should not be allowed to testify regarding defendant's 
mental state at the time of the offense. The trial court 
ruled that if defendant presented lay or expert testimony 
indicating that defendant was MNaghten insane at the 
time of the murder, then testimony about his character 
traits indicating his ability to form specific intent at the 
time of the offense would be admissible. Otherwise, such 
evidence would be limited to his general tendencies, and 
expert testimony concerning his mental state at the time 
of the offense would be precluded. 

Two lay witnesses, defendant's sisters, testified that 
defendant was MNaghten insane at the time of the 
murder. Defendant's mother testified that defendant was 
under great stress around the time of the murder and that 
she had been trying to get defendant into some type of 
mental treatment. 

The trial court did not allow defendant's mental health 
expert to testify about defendant's mental state at the time 
of the crime because that expert could not testify that 
defendant was MNaghten insane. Dr. Blinder testified 
that defendant had a "mental disability." Dr. Blinder 
further testified that defendant might react to stressful 
situations by experiencing dissociative episodes or fugue 
states; he also testified that, if defendant were involved in 
an argument while under stress and an object were thrown· 
at him, defendant might dissociate, lose control, and act 
violently, and that in such a situation, defendant would 
find it difficult to "calculate a plan." 
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Defense counsel did not make an offer of proof as to what 
Dr. Blinder might have said regarding defendant's mental 
state at the time of the murder. The trial court sustained 
the state's objections to questions that elicited a response 
from Dr. Blinder regarding defendant's mental condition 
at the time he committed the crime. For example, the 
state objected when Dr. Blinder started to say, "it is likely 
that he was in a dissociative-." The trial court did allow 
Dr. Blinder to testify in a hypothetical form, however, by 
allowing him to answer questions suc.h as, "What would 
you expect his reaction might be in a situation where 
he was under a high degree of stress and there was a 
quarrel or argument and an object was thrown at him?" 
Dr. Blinder was allowed to testify regarding defendant's 
general personality traits and how he thought defendant 
might react in a certain situation. 

Defendant did not properly preserve this issue for appeal 
because his counsel failed to make an offer of proof. We 
do not know what Dr. Blinder might have said. Therefore, 
we do not reach the issue whether the trial court abused its 
discretion by excluding testimony regarding defendant's 
state of mind at the time of the offense. We note that 
there was overwhelming evidence of premeditation and 
that the trial court gave Dr. Blinder wide latitude to testify 
generally about defendant's mental condition. 

4. Gruesome Photographs 
Defendant objected to the admission of photographs of 
the victim at the crime scene and of the autopsy. The 
trial court granted his motion as to 5 of the photographs, 
finding them cumulative. The trial court allowed the 
admission of the remaining photographs, holding that 
they were relevant to show the nature, extent, and location 
oflrene's injuries, to illustrate the pathologist's testimony, 
to show the scene, and to show the manner in which 
the offense was committed. The court further found that, 
although the photos were "inflammatory and gruesome," 

· the probative value was not substantially outweighed by 
the danger of unfair prejudice. Defendant **593 *60 
moved for a new trial based on the admission of these 
photos, and the trial court denied the motion. 

Defendant argues that the cumulative effect of the 
admission of 10 such photos was to inflame the jury: 
Defendant argues that one photo of the victim's face was, 
by itself, so unduly prejudicial that it mandates retrial. 
Furthermore, defendant notes that the state made no 

effort to minimize the effect of the photos by covering 
extraneous areas of the photos. See State v. Fulminante, 
161 Ariz. 237, 246-47, 778 P.2d 602, 611-12 (1988), affd, 
499 U.S. 279, 111 S.Ct. 1246, 113 L.Ed.2d 302 (1991). And 
finally, defendant notes that the trial court itself stated 
that the prosecutor unnecessarily showed the photos to the 
jury repeatedly and described the prosecutor's manner of 
questioning as "truly gruesome." 

A trial court's ruling on admissibility of photographs will 
not be overturned on appeal absent an abuse of discretion. 
State v. Amaya-Ruiz, 166 Ariz. 152, 170, 800 P.2d 1260, 
1278 (1990). A trial court's denial of a motion for a 
new trial is also reviewed under an abuse of discretion 
standard. State v. Rankovich, 159 Ariz. 116, 121, 765 P.2d 
518, 523 (1988). The test for admission of photographs 
is two-part: (1) whether the photo is relevant to an issue 
in the case, and (2) whether the photo has a tendency to 
incite or inflame the jury. Amaya-Ruiz, 166 Ariz. at 170, 
800 P.2d at 1278. If inflammatory, the trial court weighs 
the probative value against the prejudicial effect. Rule 403, 
Arizona Rules of Evidence; State v. Lopez, 174 Ariz. 131, 
138,847 P.2d 1078, 1085 (1992), cert. denied, 510 U.S. 894, 
114 S.Ct. 258, 126 L.Ed.2d 210 (1993); State v. Chapple, 
135 Ariz. 281, 288, 660 P.2d 1208, 1215 (1983). 

Photos of a murder victim are relevant, even if a defendant 
offers to stipulate to the cause and manner of death, if 
the photos show important aspects of the crime scene 
to illustrate what occurred. Amaya-Ruiz, 166 Ariz. at 
171,800 P.2d at 1279. These photos were not cumulative 
and were relevant to show the cause and manner of 
Irene's death, to prove premeditation, and to illustrate 
the pathologist's testimony. Although gruesome, their 
probative value was not substantially outweighed by the 
danger of unfair prejudice. Further, the defense did not 
suggest to the trial court any techniques for lessening the 
effect of the photos by covering extraneous areas of the 
photos. The trial court did not abuse its discretion by 
permitting the admission of these photos, nor did it abuse 
its discretion by denying defendant's motion for a new 
trial. See, e.g., State v. Castaneda, 150 Ariz. 382, 391-92, 
724 P.2d 1, 10-11 (1986) (holding that trial court did not 
abuse its discretion by admitting photos of murder victim). 

5. Evidence of Prior Assault on Victim, Admitted 
Pursuant to Rule 404(b ), Arizona Rules of EvideJ}ce 

The trial court allowed the admission of evidence, over 
defendant's objection, regarding his previous assault on 
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Irene, finding that it was relevant to the issues of intent 
and premeditation. The defense argues that this incident 
was different from the murder because defendant was 
intoxicated during the earlier incident, but not while 
committing the murder. Defendant argues that admission 
of this evidence was unduly prejudicial, and, accordingly, 
defendant's conviction should be reversed. See U.S. Const. 
amend. VI; Ariz. Const. art. 2, § 24; Michelson v. United 
States, 335 U.S. 469, 475-76, 69 S.Ct. 213, 218, 93 L.Ed. 
168 (1948). 

Admission of rule 404(b) evidence is reviewed under an 
abuse of discretion standard. State v. Robinson, 165 Ariz. 
51, 56, 796 P.2d 853, 858 (1990). Four factors control 
the admission of evidence of prior acts: (1) the evidence 
must be admitted for a proper purpose, pursuant to rule 
404(b), (2) the evidence must be factually or conditionally 
relevant, pursuant to rule 402 as enforced through rule 
104(b), (3) the trial court may exclude the evidence if its 
probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger 
of unfair prejudice, pursuant to rule 403, and (4) the 
objecting party must have the opportunity to receive a 
limiting instruction if requested, pursuant to rule 105. 
Huddleston v. United States, 485 U.S. 681, 691, 108 S.Ct. 
1496, 1502, 99 L.Ed.2d 771.(1988); **594 *61 State v. 
Atwood, 171 Ariz. 576, 638, 832 P.2d 593, 655 (1992), cert. 

denied, 506 U.S. 1084, 113 S.Ct. 1058, 122 L.Ed.2d 364 
(1993); see also State v. Schurz, 176 Ariz. 46, 51-52 nn. 
2-3, 859 P.2d 156, 162-63 nn. 2-3, cert. denied, 510 U.S. 
1026, 114 S.Ct. 640, 126 L.Ed.2d 598 (1993). 

First, this evidence of the previous assault was admitted 
for a proper purpose because it tended to prove that 
defendant premeditated Irene's death. State v. Jeffers, 
135 Ariz. 404, 418, 661 P.2d 1105, 1119 (1983). Rule 
404(b). states that evidence of other crimes, wrongs, 
or acts is not admissible to prove that defendant has 
a propensity toward crime, but such evidence may be 
admissible to show "proof of motive, opportunity, intent, 
preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or absence of 
mistake or accident." Defendant argues that the evidence 
of the previous assault was inadmissible because it was not 
similar to the murder. However, the other crime proved 
by the proffered evidence must be similar to the offense 
charged only if similarity of the crimes is the basis for the 
relevance of the evidence. "Relevant evidence is not to be 
excluded because it fails to meet a similarity requirement." 
United States v. Riggins, 539 F.2d 682,683 (9th Cir.1976). 

Here, the evidence is relevant, not because the previous 
assault is similar to the charged offense, although there 
are many similarities, but because the previous assault 
shows motive and intent. Defendant assaulted and tried 
to strangle Irene less than one month before the murder. 
The fact that he was intoxicated during that previous 
assault does not render it too dissimilar to the murder to 
be relevant. 

Second, this evidence was factually relevant because 
the state presented sufficient evidence from which the 
jury could determine that defendant did the other act 
in question. The state presented the testimony of two 
witnesses who saw the previous assault, Sally and Charles 
Maio. 

Third, the significant probative value of the evidence 
was not substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair 
prejudice. Evidence is unfairly prejudicial only if it has 
an undue tendency to suggest a decision on an improper 
basis, such as emotion, sympathy, or horror. Schurz, 176 
Ariz. at 52, 859 P.2d at 162. We find that this evidence 
does not have such a tendency. 

The fourth factor requires that, on request, the trial 
court instruct the jury that they are to consider other act 
evidence only for the proper purpose for which it was 
admitted. Atwood, 171 Ariz. at 639, 832 P.2d at 656. Here, 

the defense requested and got such an instruction. 4 

This other act was very close in time to the murder, 
defendant assaulted the victim in a similar manner (by 
stran,gling), and after the assault he told the Maios that 
he was going to kill Irene. Furthermore, after this assault, 
Irene obtained an injunction prohibiting harassment by 
defendant, and defendant made hostile remarks to the 
police assistant when served with the injunction. The 
previous assault and defendant's statements after the 
assault clearly go to premeditation. We conclude that the 
trial court did not abuse its discretion by admitting the 
evidence of the_previous assault. 

6. Witness References to Untested Substances as 

"Blood" 

Defendant argued in a motion in limine that the state 
be precluded from referring to the fingerprint on a Coke 
can found at the scene as "bloody" because the substance 
had not been analyzed. The state did not object, and 
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the trial court granted the motion. Instead, witnesses 
could properly say that these substances "appear[ed] to be 
blood." However, on three separate occasions, witnesses 
inadvertently referred to substances as "blood" rather 
than as "apparent blood." 

**595 *62 In the first instance, the trial court struck 
testimony that a business card had a blood stain on it and 
instructed the jury to disregard the reference to blood. In 
the second instance, the trial court struck testimony that 
knives had bloodstains on them, and in the third instance, 
the trial court sustained an objection to testimony that 
vertical blinds in the victim's bedroom had blood splatters 
on them. The trial court denied defendant's motions for 
a mistrial and for a new trial based on these improper 
references to blood. 

The trial court's denial of a mistrial and motion for 
a new trial is reviewed under an abuse of discretion 
standard. Rankovich, 159 Ariz. at 121, 765 P.2d at 523; 
State v. Simms, 176 Ariz. 538, 540, 863 P.2d 257, 259 
(App.1993). In deciding whether to grant a mistrial based 
on a witness's testimony, the trial court considers (1) 

whether the testimony called to the jury's attention matters 
that it would not have been justified in considering in 
reaching the verdict, and (2) the probability that the 
testimony influenced the jury. Simms, 176 Ariz. at 541,863 
P.2d at 260. 

Here, this testimony does not satisfy either prong of 
the Simms test. The testimony did not bring to the jury's 
attention matters that it was not justified in considering 
in reaching the verdict. The state's serologist testified 
that many substances found at the crime scene and 
in defendant's apartment were tested for the presence 
of blood and were found to be blood. The serologist 
testified that the business card and knives, to which the 
witnesses had improperly referred earlier in the trial as 
having bloodstains on them, were tested for blood and 
did contain blood. Therefore, the only witness referral to 
blood splatters that was not proved to actually be blood 
was to the vertical blinds in the victim's bedroom. 

This testimony likely did not influence the jury, and we 
find that the trial court did not abuse its discretion by 
denying defendant's motion for a mistrial. We find that the 
improper reference or references to "blood" did not deny 
defendant a fair trial. 

7. Failure to Disclose Inconsistent Statement of 

Witness, Pursuant to Rule 15.l(a)(7), Arizona Rules of 

Criminal Procedure 

Sally Maio testified that defendant telephoned her from 
jail after his arrest and told her that Irene's death had been 
an accident, that "he was going to plead insanity and drag 
this thing out as long as he possibly could," and that "he 
was going to get off by insanity." 

After Sally Maio testified, defense counsel claimed he was 
surprised by her testimony. The prosecutor stipulated that 
Ms. Maio advised him of defendant's statement that he 
"was going to get off by insanity" only immediately before 
she testified. The trial court allowed defendant to play a 
tape-recorded pretrial interview of Ms. Maio to the jury, 
which had been conducted by both counsel, to illustrate 
that this statement was inconsistent with what Ms. Maio 
had previously said defendant told her. During the tape
recorded interview, Ms. Maio said that defendant told her 
he would beat the charges against him and get out of jail 

soon. 5 

The defense moved for a mistrial, alleging that the 
state violated rule 15. l(a)(7) by failing to disclose an 
inconsistent witness statement, and the trial court denied 
the motion. Defendant later moved for a new trial based 
on this failure to disclose, and the trial court also denied 
that motion. 

Defendant claims that if this statement had been disclosed 
when the state initially learned of it, then the defense could 
have made a motion in limine. Further, defendant argues 
that the trial court could have imposed a sanction for this 
late disclosure by precluding the evidence or providing 
the defense with another opportunity to speak with this 
witness. Rule 15. 7, Arizona Rules of Criminal Procedure; 
State v. Dumaine, 162 Ariz. 392, 405-06, 783 P.2d 1184, 
1197-98 (1989). Defendant argues that this testimony 
**596 *63 made it less likely that the jury would accept 

defendant's insanity defense. 

We review the trial court's denial of motions for a mistrial 
and for a new trial under an abuse of discretion standard. 
Rankovich, 159 Ariz. at 121, 765 P.2d at 523; Simms, 176 
Ariz. at 540, 863 P.2d at 259. 

Defendant has a due process right to timely disclosure 
of material evidence. Brady v. Ma1yland, 373 U.S. 83, 87, . 
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83 S.Ct. 1194, 1196-97, 10 L.Ed.2d 215 (1963); Atwood, 

171 Ariz. at 606, 832 P.2d at 623. However, in this 
case, the prosecutor was not aware of this statement 
until immediately before Ms. Maio's testimony. Both 
counsel had previously interviewed this witness, and the 
trial court allowed defendant to play Ms. Maio's tape
recorded pretrial interview. Furthermore, we agree with 
the trial court that Ms. Maio's testimony at trial was not 
inconsistent with what she had stated previously at the 
tape-recorded interview. 

8. Prosecutor's Alleged Violation of Rule 9.3, Arizona 

Rules of Criminal Procedure, by Discussing the Case 

with State's Witnesses 

At trial and before the presentation of testimony, 
defendant invoked rule 9.3, Arizona Rules of Criminal 
Procedure, which excludes witnesses from the courtroom 
prior to testifying and directs witnesses not to 
communicate with each other until all have testified. See 

State v. Sowards, 99 Ariz. 22, 26,406 P.2d 202,204 (1965) 
(stating that purpose of rule is to encourage discovery of 
truth and to expose falsehoods). Defendant moved for a 
new trial, arguing that the prosecutor circumvented this 
rule by advising 4 witnesses-Elaine Randall, Amy Fitch, 
Sally Maio, and Charles Maio-that the victim died as a 
result of numerous stab wounds. Defense counsel stated 
that· he learned this when interviewing these witnesses 
after trial, but he did not specify whether the prosecutor 
conveyed this information to the witnesses jointly or 
separately or whether it was before or during the trial. 
Defendant argues that because the evidence of Irene's 
stabbing was presented at trial during the pathologist's 
testimony, the prosecutor shared testimony of another 
witness with witnesses who had not yet testified, in 
violation of rule 9.3. The trial court denied the motion for 
new trial. 

Defendant contends that the prosecutor's purpose in 
relating these facts to the witnesses was to prejudice 
the witnesses against him. Defendant argues that this 
strategy denied him a fair trial and impacted his right 
to confront the witnesses against him, in violation of 
the Sixth Amendment of the United States Constitution 
and article 2, § 24 of the Arizona Constitution. See, e.g., 

Dumaine, 162 Ariz. at 400, 783 P.2d at 1192 (holding 
no violation of right to present witness where prosecutor 
advised state's witness of penalties for testifying falsely); 
State ex rel. Romley v. Superior Court, 172 Ariz. 232, 240, 
836 P.2d 445, 453 (App.1992) (holding that defendant's 

right to confront witnesses includes the ability effectively 
to cross-examine state's witnesses). 

Motions for new trial are not favored, and the trial court's 
denial of a motion for new trial will •not be disturbed 
absent an abuse of discretion. Rankovich, 159 Ariz. at 121, 
765 P.2d at 523. 

Rule 9.3 states that witnesses shall "not [] communicate 
with each other until all have testified." (Emphasis added.) 
If defendant shows that a witness violated this rule, then 
admission of that witness's testimony is within the trial 
court's discretion. Reversal on appeal is proper only where 
defendant shows an abuse of discretion by the trial court 
and resulting prejudice to defendant. State v. Perkins, 141 
Ariz. 278, 294, 686 P.2d 1248, 1264 (1984). In Perkins, the 
court found a violation of rule 9.3. 141 A;iz. at 294, 686 
P.2d at 1264. In that case, the prosecutor discussed the 
casejointly with two witnesses, but the court found that 
the trial court had not abused its discretion by allowing 
the witnesses to testify and that the defendant had not 
been prejudiced. Perkins, 141 Ariz. at 294-95, 686 P.2d 
at 1264-65. In this case, defendant does not allege that 
the prosecutor talked to the witnesses jointly. Moreover; 
even if rule 9.3 were violated, defendant must show he was 
prejudiced, which he has not done. **597 *64 State v. 

Hadd, 127 Ariz. 270,277,619 P.2d 1047, 1054 (App.1980). 

Furthermore, defendant alleges that the prosecutor talked 
to these witnesses about the manner of Irene's death, 
but the testimony of these witnesses involved subjects 
unrelated to the manner of her death. Elaine Randall was 
a real estate agent who testified only that she located 
defendant's apartment for him. Amy Fitch had worked 
with defendant at a photography business and testified 
regarding his employment history. Sally and Charles Maio 
both testified regarding defendant's previous assault on 
Irene. 

Finally, we find no evidence in this case that the 
prosecutor coerced or intimidated the witnesses, induced 
the witnesses to testify falsely, or shared information with 
the witnesses so their stories would "gel." See A.R.S. § 
13-2802 (influencing a witness); Ethical Rule (ER) 3.4(b), 
Arizona Rules of Professional Conduct; Dumaine, 162 
Ariz. at 399-400, 783 P.2d at 1191-92; Perkins, 141 Ariz. 
at 294, 686 P.2d at 1264. Indeed, the record does not even 
support defendant's allegation that the prosecutor talked 
to the witnesses. 
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9. Lack of On-the-Record Inquiry as to the Waiver of 

Defendant's Right to Testify 

Before trial, the defense listed defendant as a possible 
witness. Defendant did not testify at the trial; however, 
he made a statement at the presentence aggravation/ 

mitigation hearing. In his statement to the trial court, 
defendant said he wanted to testify at the trial, but his 
lawyer told him it was too late. His defense attorney 
commented later at the hearing that defendant chose not 

to testify and that he did not tell defendant he could not 
testify or that it was too late to testify. 

Defendant argues that the trial court had a sua sponte 

duty to make an on-the-record inquiry into waiver of his 
right to testify, and that his conviction should be reversed 

because he did not affirmatively waive his right to testify, 
as guaranteed under the Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth 
Amendments of the United States Constitution, the 

Confrontatio~ Clause, and article 2, § 24 of the Arizona 
Constitution. See LaVigne v. State, 812 P.2d 217, 222 
(Alaska 1991) (requiring on-the-record waiver of right to 

testify in future cases). But see State v. Allie, 147 Ariz. 320, 
328, 710 P.2d 430, 438 (1985). 

The United States Supreme Court has held that a 
defendant has a fundamen~al right, guaranteed under the 
Constitution, to testify. Rock v. Arkansas, 483 U.S. 44, 53 

n. 10, 107 S.Ct. 2704, 2710 n. 10, 97 L.Ed.2d 37 (1987); 
see also State v. Tillery, 107 Ariz. 34, 37, 481 P.2d 271, 
274 (1971). However, the Supreme Court has not stated 
whether the defendant must make a knowing, intelligent, 

and voluntary waiver of this right. Cf Johnson v. Zerbst, 
304 U.S. 458, 464--65,-58 S.Ct. 1019, 1023, 82 L.Ed. 1461 

(1938) (holding that fundamer;ital right to counsel requires 
trial judge to determine whether defendant has made 
"an intelligent and competent waiver"). Mechanisms 

are cmTently present to ensure a defendant's knowing, 
intelligent, and voluntary waiver of other fundamental 

rights. See, e.g., rule 6.l(c) & Form 8, Arizona Rules 
of Criminal Procedure (waiver of right to counsel); rule 
17 .1 (b) & Form 18 (waiver of right to present a defense 
when defendant pleads guilty); rule 18.l(b) & Form 20 
(waiver of right to jury trial). 

State courts have differed as to whether the trial judge 
must affirmatively determine that a defendant is aware 
of and wishes to relinquish the right to testify. Compare 
La Vigne, 812 P.2d at 222 (requiring on-the-record waiver) 

and People v. Curtis, 681 P.2d 504, 514 (Colo.1984) 
(holding that trial judge must ascertain competent waiver 
by defendant) and State v. Neuman, 371 S.E.2d 77, 81-

82 (W.Va.1988) (requiring trial judge to advise defendant 
of right to testify and stating that valid waiver cannot 

be presumed from silent record) with Siciliano v. Vose, 
834 F.2d 29, 30 (1st Cir.1987) (finding no constitutional 
requirement that state court trial judge must inform 

defendant of right to testify and that such an inquiry might 
inappropriately influence defendant to waive his right not 

to testify) and Allie, 147 Ariz. at 328, 710 P.2d at 438 
(presuming waiver based on defendant's failure to testify) 

and Aragon v. State, 114 Idaho 758, 760 P.2d 1174, 1179 
*65 **598 (1988) (requiring on-the-record waiver might 

provoke judicial participation that could interfere with 

defense counsel's trial strategy). 

This court has stated that a defendant must make his 

desire to testify known at.trial and cannot allege this desire 
as an afterthought. See State v. Martin, 102 Ariz. 142, 147, 

426 P.2d 639, 644 (1967). In Allie, the court held that a sua 
sponte inquiry by the trial court regarding a defendant's 
right to testify is neither necessary nor appropriate. 147 

Ariz. at 328, 710 P.2d at 438. 

Although we think that in an appropriate case it may be 

prudent for a trial court to have a defendant make an on
the-record waiver of the right to testify, see Martin, 102 
Ariz. at 145, 426 P.2d at 642, it is not generally required 
under Arizona law. We conclude that defendant was not 
denied his right to testify and is not entitled to a new trial 

based on the failure to make an on-the-record waiver. 

10. Failure to Prove Premeditation Beyond a 

Reasonable Doubt 

Defendant argues that the verdict of premeditated first
degree murder was against the weight of the evidence, and 
therefore he is entitled to a new trial for second-degree 

murder or manslaughter. See State v. Lacquey, 117 Ariz. 

231, 233-34, 571 P.2d 1027, 1029-30 (1977). The trial 
court instructed the jury on first-degree murder, second
degree murder, and manslaughter. As we stated earlier, 
defendant presented at trial the defenses of insanity and 
lack of intent. 

Defendant alleges that he does not remember killing 
Irene, that he was experiencing a "dissociative episode," 
and therefore he was not acting consciously. Further, he 
argues that he was suffering from a personality disorder 
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that impaired his impulse control abilities. He claims that 
although impulsivity may not rise to the level of legal 
insanity, it bears on the finding of premeditation. State 

v. Christensen, 129 Ariz. 32, 35, 628 P.2d 580, 583 (1981). 
Furthermore, he argues that he suffers from bipolar 
disorder, also known as manic depressive psychosis, which 
impairs his ability to deal with stressful situations. 

When deciding whether the evidence was sufficient to 
prove premeditation, this court does not reweigh the 
evidence, but rather views it in the light most favorable 
to sustaining the conviction, resolving all reasonable 
inferences against defendant. State v. Kreps, 146 Ariz. 
446, 449, 706 P.2d 1213, 1216 (1985). The test applied 
is whether substantial evidence supports a guilty verdict; 
the court does not substitute its judgment for that of 
the jury. K,·eps, 146 Ariz. at 449, 706 P.2d at 1216. To 
establish that defendant premeditated the murder, the 
state must prove that defendant made a decision to kill 
before committing the act. Kreps, 146 Ariz. at 448-49, 706 
P.2d at 1215-16. "The necessary premeditation, however, 
may be as instantaneous as successive thoughts of the 
mind .... " Kreps, 146 Ariz. at 449, 706 P.2d at 1216. 

The state presented overwhelming evidence of 
premedita_tion. The testimony of the mental health experts 
belies the claim that defendant was suffering from a 
disorder that prevented him from premeditating the 
murder. Dr. Don testified that defendant suffered no 
mental disorder at the time of the murder, knew what he 
was doing, and knew that it was wrong. He testified that, 
even if defendant does not remember now what he did, it 
does not mean that defendant did not know what he was 
doing when he did it. Dr. Scialli testified that defendant 
did not suffer from bipolar disorder at the time of the 
murder and that defendant's actions were not inconsistent 
with premeditation. 

Other evidence also supports the jury's conclusion that 
defendant premeditated. In particular, (1) defendant 
assaulted Irene one month before the murder and 
threatened to kill her; (2) defendant wore all black clothes 
the night of the murder; and (3) the murder itself was 
protracted, brutal, and involved a sustained attack on the 
victim. We find substantial evidence of premeditation to 
support the jury's verdict of first-degree murder. 

B. Sentencing Issues 

1. Statements by the Victim's Family Regarding Their 
Opinions as to the Appropriate Sentence 

After the aggravation/mitigation hearing, at the separate 
sentencing hearing, the victim's **599 *66 father stated: 
"I don't think [defendant] should walk the streets again 
or stay in jail. He should be executed as promptly as 
possible." Irene's daughter, Jennifer, stated: "I don't want 
today-him to live .... I don't want the State to have to pay 
for him to live. I think that's ridiculous to keep a murderer 
alive." The presentence report contained a statement by 
Jennifer that she "would like to see him get the death 
penalty." Irene's cousin wrote a letter, which was also 
submitted to the trial court as part of the presentence 
report, stating: "Morality demands that he will never be 
let loose upon society .... Friends and family feel he doesn't 
desetve to live. He should suffer as Irene did .... Please 
provide a sentence that assures his antisocial, violent, 
amoral behavior can never again be directed · against 
others." 

Defendant argues that such statements are irrelevant to 
a capital sentencing decision, and that admission of such 
statements creates a constitutionally unacceptable risk of 
an arbitrary sentence, in violation of his rights under the 
Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States 
Constitution against cruel and unusual punishment. See 

Payne v. Tennessee, 501 U.S. 808, 830n. 2, 111 S.Ct. 2597, 
2611 n. 2, 115 L.Ed.2d 720 (1991); Booth v. Maryland, 482 
U.S. 496, 503-07, 107 S.Ct. 2529, 2533-35, 96 L.Ed.2d440 
(1987). 

In Payne, the Supreme Court partially overruled 
Booth and held that the Eighth Amendment does not 
prevent juries in capital cases from hearing evidence 
and arguments regarding the victim and the impact of 
the murder on the victim's family. Payne, 501 U.S. 
at 827, 111 S.Ct. at 2609. Such information can be 
relevant to show a defendant's blameworthiness. Payne, 
501 U.S. at 825, 111 S.Ct. at 2608. However, the 
Supreme Court did not address its holding in Booth 

that in capital cases "admission of a victim's family 
members' characterizations and opinions of the crime, 
the defendant, and the appropriate sentence violates the 
Eighth Amendment," because that issue was not before 
the Court. Payne, 501 U.S. at 830 n. 2, 111 S.Ct. at 2611 
n.2. 
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In capital cases, the trial court can give aggravating weight 
only to evidence that tends to establish an aggravating 
circumstance enumerated in A.R.S. § 13-703(F), and 
victim impact evidence does not have that tendency. 
Atwood, 171 Ariz. at 656-57, 832 P.2d at 673-74; see 

also State v. Bolton, 182 Ariz. 290, 316, 896 P.2d 830, 
856 (1995). The Victims' Bill of Rights of the Arizona 
Constitution, however, guarantees victims of crime the 
right "[t]o be heard at ... sentencing." Ariz. Const. art. 2, § 
2. l(A)(4). Here, the victim's family made statements at the 
sentencing hearing and in letters and statements attached 
to the presentence report. 

In past cases we generally have assumed that trial judges 
are capable of focusing on the relevant sentencing factors 
and ignore any "irrelevant, inflammatory, and emotional" 
statements when making the sentencing decision. Bolton, 

182 Ariz. at 316, 896 P.2d at 856; State v. Greenway, 170 
Ariz. 155, 163, 823 P.2d 22, 30 (1991); State v. Beaty, 158 
Ariz. 232, 244, 762 P.2d 519, 531 (1988). We will do so 
again in this case because nothing in the record indicates 
that the trial judge gave weight to the victims' statements. 
See discussion infra part III.B.2. 

2. Joint Sentencing Hearing on Noncapital and Capital 

Offenses 

Defendant argues that by holding the sentencing hearing 
on both the capital and noncapital offenses together, the 
trial court heard inadmissible and prejudicial information. 
Defendant claims that this procedure violated his right to 
due process and to a fair and reliable sentence under the 
Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States 
Constitution and article 2, §§ 1, 4, 15, and 24 of the Arizona 
Constitution. 

Presentence reports are not per se inadmissible in capital 
sentencings. See A.R.S. § 13-703(C) (stating that in the 
sentencing hearing, the court shall disclose to defendant all 
material contained in presentence report); State v. Stokley, 
182Ariz. 505, 519, 898 P.2d 454,468 (1995). In Greenway, 

the trial judge considered a presentence report for both the 
murder and non-murder convictions. The court presumed 
that the trial judge ignored the statements in the **600 
*67 presentence report that were not admissible for the 

murder conviction when determining_ whether to impose 
the death penalty. Greenway, 170 Ariz. at 162-63, 823 
P.2d at 29-30; see also Stokley, 182 Ariz. at 519, 898 P.2d 
at 468 (disapproving practice of withholding presentence 

report from trial court and noting that "trial judges know 
that, on the capital counts, they are limited to statutory 
aggravating factors properly admitted and proved beyond 
a reasonable doubt. They may not consider other evidence 
as aggravating." (citations omitted)). 

Defendant does not claim that he had no knowledge of 
what was in the presentence report, nor does he specify 
what, if any, evidence was contained in the presentence 
report that was not admissible for consideration of the 
death penalty. Furthem1ore, the trial court stated that 
its findings in aggravation/mitigation were based "solely 
upon the statutory requirements of the evidence presented 
at trial and the evidence presented at the [A.R.S. § 13-
703] hearing." This statement is sufficient to establish that 
the trial court did not rely on the presentence report, and 
accordingly we find no error. See Greenway, 170 Ariz. at 
163, 823 P.2d at 30. 

3. Propriety of Death Penalty 

In death penalty cases, this court independently reviews 
aggravating and mitigating circumstances to determine 
whether the death penalty was properly imposed. State 

v. Milke, 177 Ariz. 118, 128, 865 P.2d 779, 789 
(1993), cert. denied, 512 U.S. 1227, 114 S.Ct. 2726, 129 
L.Ed.2d 849 (1994). Accordingly, we have reviewed the 
entire record and considered all of the aggravating and 
mitigating evidence presented. We have independently 
weighed the aggravating and mitigating circumstances in 
deciding whether mitigating circumstances are sufficiently 
substantial to call for leniency. State v. Brewer, 170 Ariz. 
486, 500, 826 P.2d 783, 797 (1992). 

a. Aggravating Circumstances 

The state must prove beyond a reasonable doubt at 
least one statutory aggravating circumstance to make 
defendant death eligible. A.R.S. § 13-703(E). Here, the 
trial court found the (F)(6) aggravating circumstance, 
based on a finding of especially heinous or depraved. 
Heinousness and depravity "focus on the defendant's 
mental state and attitude as reflected by his words or 
actions." Brewer, 170 Ariz. at 502, 826 P.2d at 799. The 
trial court found the following factors supported the 
finding of especially heinous or depraved: (1) relishing of 
the murder, (2) gratuitous violence, and (3) helplessness 
of the victim. See State v. Gretz/er, 135 Ariz. 42, 52, 659_ 
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P.2d 1, 11 (1983) (listing 5 circumstances, referred to as the 
"Gretzler factors," that can establish especially heinous or 
depraved circumstance). 

In the special verdict, the trial judge first reviewed 
the evidence presented at trial and then listed the 
above factors as establishing the (F)(6) aggravating 
circumstance. However, defendant complains that the 
trial judge did not link the evidence with the factors 
by saying specifically what evidence supported which 
Gretzler factor. Defendant argues this lack of specificity 
prevents meaningful appellate review. See Gregg v. 
Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 195, 96 S.Ct. 2909, 2935, 49 
L.Ed.2d 859 (1976). We find that the special verdict is 
specific enough to allow for meaningful review of the 
sentence. 

We begin our analysis of the three Gretz/er factors found 
by the trial court by noting that a finding of senselessness 
or helplessness alone will not usually support a finding 
of especially heinous or depraved. See Gretzler, 135 Ariz. 
at 52-53, 659 P.2d at 11-12. However, a finding of 
helplessness along with a finding of one of the other 
three Gretz/er factors-relishing the murder, gratuitous 
violence, or mutilation of the victim-will usually support 
a finding of especially heinous or depraved. Brewer, 170 
Ariz. at 502, 826 P.2d at 799. Based on the following 
analysis, we conclude that the trial court properly found 
the (F)(6) circumstance of especially heinous or depraved 
based on the finding of two Gretzler factors: gratuitous 
violence and helplessness of the victim. We find that the 
trial court improperly found that defendant relished the 
murder, but that the other two Gretzler factors he did find 
are **601 *68 sufficient to uphold the finding of the (F) 
(6) circumstance. 

Because the words in the statute "especially heinous, 
cruel or depraved" are stated in the disjunctive, a finding 
of heinous or depraved will prove the (F)(6) aggravating 
circumstance. See State v. West, 176 Ariz. 432, 448, 862 
P.2d 192,208 (1993), cert. denied, 511 U.S. 1063, 114 S.Ct. 
1635, 128 L.Ed.2d 358 (1994). The trial court found that 
the state failed to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that 
the murder was especially cruel. 

i. Relishing tlie murder 

In the special verdict, the trial court noted that defendant 
was observed gambling in Laughlin the day after the 
murder. Defendant lost between $1,100 and $1,200 
gambling, which may have been money that he stole from 
Irene. The pit boss at the casino agreed with defense 
counsel that defendant was "quiet and not doing anything 
out of the ordinary" when he was gambling. 

There is no evidence that defendant bragged about the 
crime. Cf West, 176 Ariz. at 448, 862 P.2d at 208 (bragging 
about beating up "some old _man"); State v. Runningeagle, 

176 Ariz. 59, 65, 859 P.2d 169, 175, cert. denied, 510 U.S. 
1015, 114 S.Ct. 609, 126 L.Ed.2d 574 (1993) (laughing 
after murder and bragging about "good fight"). The day 
after the murder, defendant called his mother and told her: 
"[H]e thought he had done a terrible thing. He thought he 
had killed Irene .... [H]e was going to kill himself." 

Although the fact that defendant gambled soon after 
killing Irene reflects a certain amount of callousness, it 
does not prove beyond a reasonable doubt that defendant 
relished the murder. Furthermore, there is no compelling 
proof that the money he lost gambling was Irene's. 
Therefore, we find that the state did not prove beyond a 
reasonable doubt that defendant relished the murder. 

ii. Gratuitous violence 

Gratuitous violence, as that term is used in making 
a finding of especially heinous or depraved, is violence 
in excess of that necessary to commit the crime. See, 

e.g., State v. Hinchey, 165 Ariz. 432, 439, 799 P.2d 
352, 359 (1990) (finding especially heinous or depraved 
circumstance where defendant used more force than 
necessary to kill victim by using multiple instruments to 
inflict wounds). Defendant argues that the mere fact that 
the victim suffered multiple wounds does not establish a 
heinous or depraved state of mind, but instead shows that 
defendant was out of control. See Hinchey, 165 Ariz. at 
441-42, 799 P.2d at 361-62 (Kleinschmidt, J., dissenting). 

In the special verdict, the trial court characterized 
the murder "as a brutally savage attack of shocking 
proportions." Defendant apparently used numerous 
instruments to inflict injury to Irene: namely, several 
knives, scissors, and a wooden salad fork. See State 

v. Wallace, 151 Ariz. 362, 367-68, 728 P.2d 232, 237-
38 (1986) (defendant's use of several instniments when 
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less violent alternatives available to accomplish murder 
constitutes heinous or depraved state of mind). Irene 
suffered 34 stab wounds and slicing wounds, puncture 
wounds, and many blunt force injuries. Her nose was 
broken, and there was evidence that defendant had kicked 
or stomped on her. There was compelling evidence that 
defendant had strangled Irene, and the autopsy revealed 
that she died from asphyxiation and multiple stab wounds. 
We conclude that these facts prove beyond a reasonable 
doubt that defendant inflicted gratuitous violence on the 
victim, and this shows an especially heinous or depraved 
state of mind. See Brewer, 170 Ariz. at 502-03, 826 P.2d 
at 799-800; Hinchey, 165 Ariz. at 439, 799 P.2d at 359. 

iii. Helpless11ess of victim 

Evidence presented at trial indicates that a protracted 
struggle occurred between defendant and the v1ctim. 
Defendant argues that this fact implies that the victim 
resisted and was not helpless. He further argues that 
it is inconsistent to have a finding of both gratuitous 
violence resulting from the struggle and helplessness of 
the victim at the end of the struggle. But see Brewer, 170 
Ariz. at 502-03, 826 P.2d at 799-800. Defendant contends 
that helplessness, as interpreted by the trial court in this 
case, would apply to every **602 *69 murder case, 
thus violating the mandate that aggravating circumstances 
must provide a narrowing function and must distinguish 
"the few cases in which [the death penalty] is imposed from 
the many cases in which it is not." Godfrey v. Georgia, 446 
U.S. 420, 427-29, 100 S.Ct. 1759, 1764-65, 64 L.Ed.2d 
398 (1980), quoting Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 313, 
92 S.Ct. 2726, 2764, 33 L.Ed.2d 346 (1972). Defendant 
concludes that the "helplessness" factor, as interpreted by 
the trial court in this case, is unconstitutional. See U.S. 
Const. amends. 8, 14; Ariz. Const. art. 2, §§ 4, 15. 

The United States Supreme Court has held that the 
construction by the Arizona Supreme Court of the (F)(6) 
aggravating circumstance is not unconstitutionally vague. 
Walton v. Arizona, 497 U.S. 639,654, 110 S.Ct. 3047, 3057, 
111 L.Ed.2d 511 (1990); see also State v. Amaya-Ruiz, 
166 Ariz. 152,176,800 P.2d 1260, 1284 (1990). Evidence 
of a protracted struggle does not negate the finding of 
helplessness. For example, in Brewer, the court held that 
the victim was helpless, despite her apparent ability to 
initially resist the assault in a violent and protracted 
struggle. 170 Ariz. at 502,826 P.2d at 799. Here, defendant 

ultimately rendered Irene helpless by binding her. We 
conclude that the trial court properly found the victim's 
helplessness was proven beyond a reasonable doubt. 

b. Mitigating Circumstances 

The sentencing judge must consider all relevant evidence 
offered in mitigation, but the weight to be given such 
evidence is within the judge's discretion. State v. Ramirez, 

178 Ariz. 116, 131, 871 P.2d 237, 252, cert. denied, 513 
U.S. 968, 115 S.Ct. 435, 130 L.Ed.2d 347 (1994); State 

v. Fierro, 166 Ariz. 539, 551, 804 P.2d 72, 84 (1990). 
The sentencing judge must consider "any aspect of the 
defendant's character or record and any circumstance of 
the offense relevant to determining whether the death 
penalty should be imposed." State v. Kiles, 175 Ariz. 
358, 373, 857 P.2d 1212, 1227 (1993) (internal quotations 
omitted), cert. denied, 510 U.S. 1058, 114 S.Ct. 724, 126 
L.Ed.2d 688 (1994); see also State v. Gallegos, 178 Ariz. 
1, 23, 870 P.2d 1097, 1119, cert. denied, 513 U.S. 934, 
115 S.Ct. 330, 130 L.Ed.2d 289 (1994). Defendant must 
prove mitigating circumstances by a preponderance of the 
evidence. Greenway, 170 Ariz. at 168, 823 P.2d at 35. 

Based on our independent review, we find no statutory 
mitigating circumstances exist. We find the following 
non-statutory mitigating circumstances: defendant (1) 
was under unusual stress, (2) has character or behavior 
disorders, (3) experienced physical and emotional abuse 
from ages 4 to 12, and (4) has demonstrated good 
character while incarcerated. However, the non-statutory 
mitigating circumstances are not substantial enough to 
call for leniency. 

i. Statutory Mitigating Circumstance ( G) ( 1) 

The trial court considered the evidence presented 
regarding defendant's mental health but found he had not 
proved by a preponderance of the evidence the (G)(l) 

statutory mitigating circumstance. 6 The testimony of the 
state's expert witnesses on the issue of defendant's mental 
health supports the trial court's finding that the (G)(l) 
circumstance was not established. Dr. Don and Dr. Scialli 
both testified that defendant appreciated the nature of his 
acts and could conform his conduct to the requirements 
of the law. Defendant did prove that he suffers from 
behavioral disorders that may have affected his conduct 
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when he committed the murder.· We agree with the trial 
court that this evidence supported the finding of a non
statutory mitigating circumstance, as discussed below, but 
not the (G)(l) circumstance. 

**603 *70 ii. Statutory 

Mitigatillg Circumsta11ce (G)(2) 

The trial court was unclear in its special verdict 
regarding whether it found the ( G)(2) statutory mitigating 
circumstance that "defendant was under unusual and 
substantial duress, although not such as to constitute a 
defense to prosecution." (Emphasis added.) The special 
verdict states:"' 

As to statutory mitigating 
circumstance (G)(2), the defendant 
has not asserted that he was 
under unusual or substantial dutess. 

The Defendant has, however, 
alleged that he was under unusual 
stress.... THE COURT FINDS 
the Defendant has proved by a 
preponderance of the evidence that 
this was present. 

(Emphasis in original.) This paragraph is in the section 
of the special verdict titled, "Mitigation-Statutory." 
We conclude that the trial court did not find the 
(G)(2) mitigating circumstance, but did find a non
statutory mitigating circumstance that defendant was 
under unusual stress. 

Defendant did not present evidence that he was under 
duress when he committed the crime, but he did present 
evidence that he was under significant stress before the 
crime. Shortly before the murder, defendant was not 
eating or sleeping, he lost weight, and he often paced the 
floor. Defendant's mother was concerned about his mental 
health and tried to get him into treatment. Testimony was 
also presented that defendant was depressed at the time of 
the murder. Defendant's mental health expert testified that 
defendant might act reflexively if under stress. Witnesses 
also testified regarding defendant's prior history of mental 
illness and psychiatric treatment. 

Because substantial evidence was presented from several 
witnesses that defendant was under stress and that his 
mental state was deteriorating at or near the time of the 

murder, we find that the trial court was correct in finding 
defendant's unusual stress as a non-statutory mitigating 
circumstance. 

iii. No11-Statutory Mitigating Circ11msta11ces 

The trial court found the following non-statutory 
mitigating circumstances, which we find were supported 
by the evidence in the record: (1) character or behavior 
disorders, (2) physical and emotional abuse from the ages 
of 4 to 12, and (3) good character while incarcerated. 
Defendant argues that the trial court should have found 
the following non-statutory mitigating circumstances, 
which the trial court declined to find: (1) ability to be 
rehabilitated, (2) close-knit and supportive family, and 
(3) remorse. The trial court stated that defendant had 
proved he had a supportive family but that this was 
not relevant mitigating evidence. The trial court did not 
discuss remorse in the special verdict. 

Defendant presented no evidence regarding his ability 
to be rehabilitated in an institutional setting; therefore, 
we agree with the trial court's finding that ability to be 
rehabilitated was not proven by a preponderance of the 
evidence. 

On appeal, defendant argues that remorse is a non
statutory mitigating circumstance; however, he did not 
allege remorse as a circumstance to the trial court. Based 
on our independent review of the record, we find that 
defendant has not proved remorse by a preponderance of 
the evidence. Defendant called his mother the day after 
the murder, threatened to commit suicide, and said "he 
thought he had done a terrible thing. He thought he had 
killed Irene." At the aggravation/mitigation hearing, he 
said he would "gladly and willingly accept [his] fate," and 
he was "devastatingly sorry." Defendant stated that Irene 
did not deserve to die; he had no plan or wish to kill her. 

On the other hand, in defendant's statements to the 
court before sentencing and at the aggravation/mitigation 
hearing, he maintained that this was not a first
degree murder. Defendant characterized the trial as a 
"mockery of the judicial system." Defendant made similar 
statements to the probation officer, which were made a 
part of the presentence report. We note that defendant 
eluded the police by fleeing the scene of the crime 
and going to Laughlin, Nevada, and then to Montana. 
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Furthermore, in his statements to the court, defendant 
continued to deny responsibility for his acts, claiming he 
**604 *71 did not remember committing the murder 

and that he did not understand how the murder happened. 

In State v. Wallace, the defendant called the police 
after the murders, was emotionally distraught, refused 
to cooperate with counsel because he did not want to 
present a defense, and pied guilty to the murders. 151 Ariz. 
362, 364-65, 728 P.2d 232, 234-35 (1986). The trial court 
found as a mitigating circumstance that the defendant was 
"genuinely remorseful" but that defendant's remorse was 
not sufficiently substantial to call for leniency. Wallace, 
151 Ariz. at 368, 728 P.2d at 238; cf Brewer, 170 Ariz. at 
507, 826 P.2d at 804 (recognizing that remorse may be a 
mitigating circumstance, but finding it did not exist in that 
case). 

In this case, defendant's showing of remorse was much 
less convincing than in Wallace. Therefore, based on our 
independent review of the record, we find that defendant 
did not prove the non-statutory mitigating circumstance 
of remorse by a preponderance of the evidence. 

We agree with the trial court's assessment that defendant 
proved he had a supportive family, but this was not 
relevant mitigating evidence. At trial and at the sentencing 
hearing, defendant's mother testified regarding his prior 
mental problems and family background. She testified at 
trial that she had been trying to get him into mental health 
treatment before the murder because she was concerned 
about his mental condition. In addition, defendant's 
sisters testified at trial in his behalf. Despite this positive 
influence, defendant committed this horrible crime. 

Therefore, we conclude that in this case the support 
of third parties does not translate into a mitigating 
circumstance for defendant. This evidence is not relevant 
to whether defendant should receive the death penalty. 

c. Reweighing 

We conclude that the trial court erred in finding that 
defendant relished the murder, although we agree with 
the finding of the (F)(6) aggravating circumstance based 
on a finding of gratuitous violence and helplessness of 
the victim. Therefore, we reweigh the aggravating and 
mitigating circumstances. See State v. Bible, 175 Ariz. 549, 

606-09, 858 P.2d 1152, 1209-12 (1993). This case does not 
require that new evidence be received; the trial court did 
not improperly exclude mitigating evidence at sentencing, 
and the mitigating evidence is not of great weight. .See 
State v. King, 180 Ariz. 268, 288, 883 P.2d 1024, 1044 
(1994). Therefore, this case is appropriate for reweighing 
by this court rather than remanding to the trial court. 
King, 180 Ariz. at 288, 883 P.2d at 1044. 

Furthennore, "[i]n weighing, we do not simply count the 
number of aggravating or mitigating factors. The quality 
and strength of each must also be considered." State 

v. Willoughby, 181 Ariz. 530, 549, 892 P.2d 1319, 1338 
(1995) (citations omitted). In Willoughby, the court found 
only one aggravating circumstance-pecuniary gain-and 
substantial mitigating evidence. 181 Ariz. at 548-49, 892 
P.2d at 1337-38. The court upheld defendant's death 
sentence, however, because the aggravator was extremely 
compelling and overshadowed defendant's commendable 
behavior before committing the murder. Willoughby, 181 
Ariz. at 549, 892 P.2d at 1338. Similarly, in this case, 
although we did not find that defendant relished the 
murder, the finding of gratuitous violence is entitled to 
great weight. The (F)(6) aggravating circumstance would 
have even more weight if defendant had relished the 
murder, but based on gratuitous violence and helplessness, 
the evidence of defendant's especially heinous or depraved 
state of mind is convincing. This was a particularly 
gruesome, brutal, and protracted killing. Defendant 
physically restrained the victim, stomped on her, stabbed 
her numerous times, and strangled her. 

Therefore, we have independently reweighed the 
aggravating and mitigating circumstances and considered 
the cumulative weight of all the mitigating circumstances 
as we find them and conclude that the death penalty is the 
appropriate sentence. 

**605 *72 4. Constitutionality of the Death Penalty 
Defendant argues that the Arizona death penalty statute 
is unconstitutional as written and applied, based on 
the following claims. These arguments do not warrant 
extended discussion because defendant's claims previously 
have been decided adversely to him or because he states 
no viable claim. 

a. Defendant argues that the death penalty statute, A.R.S. 
§ 13-703, is unconstitutional because the prosecutor has 
discretion to decide whether to seek the death penalty. We 
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have rejected this argument. State v. Salazar, 173 Ariz. 
399, 411, 844 P.2d 566, 578 (1992), cert. denied, 509 U.S. 
912, 113 S.Ct. 3017, 125 L.Ed.2d 707 (1993); State v. 
Harding, 137 Ariz. 278, 292, 670 P.2d 383, 397 (1983). 

b. Defendant argues that the death penalty statute 
is unconstitutional because it does not require the 
state to prove that the death penalty is appropriate. 
In the sentencing phase, the state has the burden of 
proving beyond a reasonable doubt the existence of only 
aggravating circumstances. State v. Herrera, 174 Ariz. 
387, 397, 850 P.2d 100, 110 (1993); State v. Brewer, 170 
Ariz. at 500, 826 P.2d at 797. We have rejected the 
argument that our weighing approach is unconstitutional 
and have held that "our statute provides constitutionally 
acceptable standards for deciding whether aggravating 
circumstances outweigh mitigating factors." State v. 

Correll, 148 Ariz. 468, 484, 715 P.2d 721, 737 {1986); see 

also Stokley, 182 Ariz. at 516, 898 P.2d at 465; State v. 
Barreras, 181 Ariz. 516, 521, 892 P.2d 852, 857 (1995). 

c. The fact that defendant has the burden of proving 
mitigating evidence by a preponderance of the evidence 
does not make the death penalty statute unconstitutional. 
Walton v. Arizona, 497 U.S. 639, 649-51, 110 S.Ct. 
3047, 3055-56, 111 L.Ed.2d 511 (1990). Defendant also 
argues that, once the state has proven at least one 
aggravating circumstance, the statute places the burden 
on a defendant to prove sufficiently substantial mitigation 
to outweigh the presumption of death. This argument 
has been rejected. See Walton, 497 U.S. at 650, 110 
S.Ct. at 3055 (holding that "a defendant's constitutional 
rights are not violated by placing on him the burden of 
proving mitigating circumstances sufficiently substantial 
to call for leniency"); Bolton, 182 Ariz. at 310, 896 
P.2d at 850 (holding that "it is not unconstitutional to 
impose the death penalty by statutory mandate if one 
or more aggravating factors are present and mitigating 
circumstances are insufficient to warrant leniency"). 

d. Defendant argues that the death penalty statute 
is unconstitutional because the trial judge, rather than 
the jury, determines the sentence. We have rejected 
this argument. Correll, 148 Ariz. at 483-84, 715 P.2d 
at 736-37. There is no constitutional right to have a 
jury determine aggravating or mitigating circumstances. 
Walton, 497 U.S. at 647-49, 110 S.Ct. at 3054-55; State v. 
Apelt, 176 Ariz. 369,373,861 P.2d 654,658 (1993), cert. 
denied, 513 U.S. 834, 115 S.Ct. 113, 130 L.Ed.2d 59 (1994). 

e. Defendant argues that the death penalty statute is 
overbroad and vague because it does not sufficiently 
channel sentencing discretion or provide sufficient 
standards for weighing aggravating and mitigating 
circumstances. We have rejected this argument. Salazar, 

173 Ariz. at 411, 844 P.2d at 578; State v. Greenway, 
170 Ariz. 155, 164, 823 P.2d 22, 31 (1991) (finding that 
Arizona statute narrowly defines class of death-eligible 
defendants). 

f. Defendant argues that the death penalty statute is 
unconstitutional because it provides no mechanism by 
which defendant may explore potential biases or prejudice 
of the sentencer. We have rejected the argument of a 
constitutional right to voir dire the sentencing trial judge. 
State v. Rossi, 154 Ariz. 245, 248, 741 P.2d 1223, 1226 
(1987). 

g. The (F)(6) aggravating circumstance ("especially 
:heinous, cruel or depraved") is not unconstitutionally 
vague as construed by this court. Walton, 497 U.S. at 655, 
110 S.Ct. at 3058; Salazar, 173 Ariz. at 411, 844 P.2d at 
578. 

h. The death penalty does not constitute cruel and unusual 
punishment. Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 186-87, 96 
S.Ct. 2909, 2931, 49 L.Ed.2d 859 (1976); **606 *73 
Stokley, 182 Ariz. at 516, 898 P.2d at 465; State v. Blazalc, 
131 Ariz. 598,601,643 P.2d 694,697 (1982). 

i. Proportionality review is not constitutionally required. 
Pulley v. Harris, 465 U.S. 37, 43-44 & n. 6, 104 S.Ct. 871, 
875-76 & n. 6, 79 L.Ed.2d 29 (1984); Salazar, 173 Ariz. at 
416, 844 P.2d at 583. 

IV. DISPOSITION 

We have considered all the issues raised by defendant 
and find that his convictions are proper: We have 
conducted an independent review of defendant's sentence 
of death and find that the mitigating circumstances 
considered cumulatively are not substantial enough to 
call for leniency. We affirm the trial court's finding of 
one aggravating circumstance, A.R.S. § 13-703(F)(6), 
and because we believe that the death penalty should 
be imposed, we affirm defendant's death sentence. See 
Atwood, 171 Ariz. at 657, 832 P.2d at 674. We have 
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searched the record for fundamental error pursuant to 
A.R.S. § 13--4035 and have found none. 

We therefore affirm defendant's convictions and 
sentences. 

Footnotes 

FELDMAN, C.J., MOELLER, V.C.J., and ZLAKET 
and MAR TONE, JJ., concur. 

All Citations 

184 Ariz. 46, 906 P.2d 579 

1 The test for insanity under former A.RS. § 13-502(A) was whether the defendant at the time he committed the act "was 

suffering from such a mental disease or defect as not to know the nature and quality of the act" or, in the alternative, the 

defendant did not know that what he was doing was wrong. This is known as the M'Naghten test, and the defendant must 

prove insanity by clear and convincing evidence. State v. Hudson, 152 Ariz. 121, 125, 730 P.2d 830, 834 (1986). In 1993 

the legislature revised the insanity defense statute. See A.RS. § 13-502(A), Laws 1993, Ch. 256, § 3. 

2 The trial judge undoubtedly credited part of the incarceration time against the death sentence on the theory that the 

death sentence could at some future time be reduced to a life sentence without possibility of release until the completion 

of service of 25 years. See A.RS.§ 13-703(A); see also Tittle v. State, 169 Ariz. 8, 9, 816 P.2d 267, 268 (App.1991) 

(defendant originally sentenced to death on first-degree murder conviction; conviction reversed and defendant later 

convicted of second-degree murder; trial court credited time spent on death row to sentence on second-degree murder); 

State v. Cuen, 158 Ariz. 86, 88, 761 P .2d 160, 162 (App.1988) (holding that "A.R.S. § 13-709(C) requires that credit 

for incarceration pursuant to a vacated sentence be given against a new sentence imposed after a former sentence 

was vacated," but that defendant does not receive double credit for presentence incarceration time when consecutive 

sentences imposed). 

3 The affidavit contains information from Irene's friend, Andy Smith, and from Irene's daughter, Jennifer, regarding phone 

calls that defendant allegedly made to Irene the night of the murder. Andy Smith and Jennifer both told the police that 

defendant called three times the night of March 10 and that her mother refused to speak to him and told him not to call 

back. Jennifer also told police that defendant had called while Irene was away that weekend and "was angry" that Irene 

was selling his photographs. Neither Andy Smith nor Jennifer testified at trial regarding these phone calls. 

4 The trial court instructed the jury as follows: 

[E]vidence of other bad acts of the Defendant has been admitted into evidence in this case. Such evidence is not to 

be considered by you to prove the character of a Defendant orto show that he committed the offense charged. It may, 

however, be considered by you regarding a Defendant's motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, 

identity, or absence of mistake or accident. 

See Recommended Arizona Jury Instructions (RAJI), Standard Criminal 26 (1989). 

5 The tape recording does not appear in the record as an exhibit, nor is there a transcription of the interview in the typed 

transcript. We resolve the issue in this case by a review of counsels' statements on the record and in the briefs filed in 

this court, which are not in conflict. 

6 Section 13-703(G) states: 

Mitigating circumstances shall be any factors proffered by the defendant or the state which are relevant in determining 

whether to impose a sentence less than death, including any aspect of the defendant's character, propensities or 

record and any of the circumstances of the offense, including ... : 1. The defendant's capacity to appreciate the 

wrongfulness of his conduct or to conform his conduct to the requirements of law was significantly impaired, but not 

so impaired as to constitute a defense to prosecution. 

End of Document © 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 

WE:STLAW © 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 19 
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COURT ADMIN-CRIMINAL-PCR 

MINUTE ENTRY 

The Court has reviewed the defendant's Successive Petition for Post-Conviction Relief 
("Successive Petition") filed June 23, 2014; the State's Response filed August 7, 2014; the 
Defendant's Reply filed September 26, 2014; as well as any exhibits attached to the pleadings, 
the materials cited herein; and the arguments of counsel in their respective pleadings. For the 
reasons that follow, the Successive Petition must be dismissed. 

I. Background 

The Court relies on Defendant's statement of the background of the case, as abbreviated 
below: 

Defendant was convicted in 1992 in Arizona state court of the murder of Irene Katuran 
and sentenced to death in 1993; the conviction and sentence were affirmed on direct 
appeal. State v. Gulbrandson, 184 Ariz. 46, 906 P.2d 579 (1995). Pursuant to Rule 32 of 
the Arizona Rules of Criminal Procedure, Defendant filed a petition for post-conviction 
relief ("PCR"), which the trial court denied on January 30, 1998 (CR1991-090974); the 
Arizona Supreme Court denied Defendant's petition for review. ASC No. CR-98-0248-
PC. 
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Defendant filed a pro per Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus in the United States District 
Court for the District of Arizona on November 6, 1998. After counsel was appointed, 
Defendant filed an Amended Petition on May 14, 1999, which was denied on March 31, 
2007. 

While the appeal was pending in the U.S. Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit, Defendant 
sought leave to file a second or successive petition-based on a new neuropsychological 
report in the Ninth Circuit. The Ninth Circuit affirmed the denial of relief and denied 
leave to file a successive petition on March 18, 2013. Gulbrandson v. Ryan, 711 F.3d 
1026 (9th Cir. 2013). 

On rehearing, the court filed an amended opinion denying leave to file a successive 
petition dated October 28, 2013. Gulbrandson v. Ryan, 738 F.3d 976 (9th Cir. 2013). The 
U.S. Supreme Court denied defendant's Petition for Writ of Certiorari on June 16, 2014. 

Successive Petition, Form 25 Data at iv-v. 

II. Claims Identified 

Defendant raises claims for relief under Rule 32.1 (g) and (h): 

Claim 1: A change in the law occurred subsequent to Defendant's conviction narrowing 
the (F) ( 6) aggravating factor such that defendant is not death-eligible. Defendant cites 
State v. Bocharski, 218 Ariz. 476, 189 P.3d 403 (2008); State v. Wallace (Wallace III), 
219 Ariz. 1, 191 P.3d 164 (2008); and State v. Wallace (Wallace JV), 229 Ariz. 155, 272 
P.3d 1046 (2012). 

Claim 2: Defendant is "actually innocent" as he was "incapable of inflicting gratuitous 
violence under the Wallace/Bocharski formulation of the (F) (6) factor premised on 
gratuitous violence. Defendant cites the opinions of Dr. Martin Blinder, M.D. (who 
testified for defendant at trial; see also, letter dated 2014) and Dr. Richard Kolbell, M.D. 
(neuropsychological report dated 2009). i 

ID. Defendant Inflicted "Gratuitous Violence" Under Wallace/Bocharski Standards. 

In Claim 1, Defendant contends he is not death-eligible because the Arizona Supreme 
Court recently has narrowed the (F)(6) aggravating factor, relying on Bocharski, Wallace III, and 
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Wallace IV Assuming those cases are "significant change[s] in the law," to be applied 
retroactively, the Court nonetheless finds no colorable claim. 

Arizona law regarding gratuitous violence has evolved in recent years. As noted in 
Wallace IV, 

Bocharski [decided in 2008] established a two-pronged test. First, the state must show 
that the defendant used ''viole11ce beyond that necessary to kill." 218 Ariz. at 494 ,r 85, 
189 P.3d at 421. Second, "[t]he State must also show that the defendant continued to 
inflict violence after he knew or should have known that a fatal action had occurred." Id. 
at ,r 87. 

Wallace IV, 229 Ariz. at 158,272 P.3d at 1049. 

But Defendant inflicted gratuitous violence, even under Bocharski/Wallace standards. 

A. Defendant Used Violence Beyond that Necessary to Kill. 

In this case, defendant inflicted multiple physical wounds - the victim suffered 34 stab 
wounds and slicing wounds, puncture wounds, and blunt force injuries. The defendant inflicted 
the wounds using multiple instruments - several knives, scissors and a wooden salad fork. The 
victim's nose was broken and there was evidence she had been stomped on. This was violence 
beyond that necessary to kill. 

B. Defendant Continued to Inflict Violence After He Knew or Should Have Known 
a Fatal Action Had Occurred. 

As the Arizona Supreme Court noted nearly two decades ago: 

[T]he trial court characterized the murder "as a brutally savage attack of shocking 
proportions." Defendant apparently used numerous instruments to inflict injury to Irene: 
namely, seve!al knives, scissors, and a wooden salad fork. Irene suffered 34 stab wounds 
and slicing wounds, puncture wounds, and many blunt force injuries. Her, nose was 
broken, and there was evidence that defendant had kicked or stomped on her. There was 
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compelling evidence that defendant had strangled Irene, and the autopsy revealed that she 
died from asphyxiation and multiple stab wounds. 

Gulbrandson, 184 Ariz. at 68, 906 P.2d at 601 (internal citation omitted). 

A colorable claim for post-conviction relief is "one that, if the allegations are true, might 
have changed the outcome" of the proceeding. State v. Runningeagle, 176 Ariz. 59, 63,859 P.2d 
169, 173 (1993); Ariz. R.Crim.P. 32.6(c) ("court shall order ... petition dismissed" if claims 
present no ''no material issue of fact or law which would entitle defendant to relief'); 32.8(a) 
( evidentiary hearing required "to determine issue of material fact"). Here, Defendant knew or 
should have known that he had inflicted violence in excess of that needed to kill, satisfying 
Bocharski, Wallace III and Wallace IV. Accordingly, he inflicted "gratuitous violence," 
supporting the (F)( 6) finding. 

Defendant is therefore death-eligible, and Claim 1 is not colorable. 

IV. Defendant's "Actual Innocence" Claim is Not Colorable. 

Claim 2 asserts that Defendant is "actually innocent" as he was "incapable of inflicting 
gratuitous violence under the Wallace/Bocharski formulation of the (F)(6) factor premised on 
gratuitous violence" due to a dissociative state. Defendant cites the opinions of Dr. Martin 
Blinder, M.D. (letter dated 2014) and Dr. Richard Kolbell, M.D. (report submitted in support of 
successive habeas petition ( denied); neuropsychological report dated 2009). 

But Defendant's dissociative state theory was rejected both at trial and in prior post
conviction proceedings - notwithstanding Dr. Blinder's testimony- on the strength of expert 
testimony that Defendant "appreciated the nature of his acts and could conform his conduct to 
the law." Gulbrandson, 184 Ariz. at 69, 906 P.at 602; CR1991-90974 ME 1/15/1998 at 5-8 
(Judge Grounds). In addition, Dr. Kolbell's 2009 report was insufficient to support a similar 
claim in 2009 habeas proceedings. Gulbrandson, 738 F.3d at 997. -

And even when viewed in light of Bocharski, Wallace III and Wallace IV, nothing in the 
reports approaches the "clear and convincing evidence" Rule 32.l(h) requires. 

The Court therefore finds that Claim 2 also is not colorable. 

V. Conclusion 
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Having found that Defendant has failed to establish a colorable claim for relief, and 
pursuant to Rule 32.6(C), -

IT IS ORDERED dismissing defendant's Successive Petition for Post-Conviction Relief 
without hearing. 

This case is eFiling eligible: http://www.clerkofcourt.maricopa.gov/efiling/default.asp. 
Attorneys are encouraged to review Supreme Court Administrative Order 2011-140 to determine 
their mandatory participation in eFiling through AZTurboCourt. 

i The Gulbrandson Arizona Supreme Court and Ninth Circuit decisions are excerpted below. 

1. Although presented here as a "change in the law," Defendant actually presented the claim on appeal. The 
Arizona Supreme Court analyzed the claim and held: 

Irene was killed brutally. The police-found her face down dressed in only a pair of panties with her legs 
bent up behind her at the knee and her ankles tied together by an **587 *54 electrical cord attached to a 
curling iron. Her right wrist was bound with an electrical cord attached to a hair dryer. Her bedroom was 
covered in what appeared to be blood. From the bedroom to the bathroom were what appeared to be drag 
marks in blood. Clumps of her hair were in the bedroom; some of the hair had been cut, some burned, and 
some pulled out by the roots. 
Four knives and a pair of scissors were in the kitchen sink and appeared to have blood on them; hair 
appeared to be on at least one of the knives. There also was what appeared to be blood on a paper towel 
holder in the kitchen; a burnt paper towel was in Irene's bedroom. A Coke can with what appeared to be a 
bloody fingerprint on it was on the kitchen counter; this fingerprint was later identified as defendant's. At 
trial, the state's criminalist testified that the knives, scissors, paper towel holder, and Coke can had human 
blood on them, although the police did not determine the blood type. Defendant's fingerprints were found 
on the paper towel holder and on an arcadia door at Irene's home, which was open in the family room the 
morning after the crime. A blood-soaked night shirt with holes in it was in Irene's bedroom; the blood on 
the nightshirt was consistent with Irene's blood type. A banker's bag was also in her bedroom with what 
appeared to be blood on it. 
The autopsy revealed that Irene suffered at least 34 sharp-force injuries (stab wounds and slicing wounds), 
puncture wounds, and many blunt force injuries. The most serious stab wound punctured her liver, which 
alone was a fatal injury. Her nose was broken, as were 2 ribs on the back of the chest and 5 ribs in front on 
the same side of her trunk. The tine from a wooden salad fork was embedded in her leg; a broken wooden 
fork was found in the bedroom. On her left buttock was an abrasion that appeared to be from the heel of a 
shoe. The thyroid cartilage in front of her neck was fractur~d, which could have been caused by squeezing 
or by impact with a blunt object. She died from the multiple stab wounds and the blunt neck injury. The 
neck injury may have resulted in asphyxiation. The pathologist believed that most, if not all, of the injuries 
were inflicted before death. 

State v. Gulbrandson, 184 Ariz. 46, 53-54, 906 P.2d 579, 586-87 (1995). 
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41 The state must prove beyond a reasonable doubt at least one statutory aggravating circumstance to make 
defendant death eligible. A.RS. § 13-703(E). Here, the trial court found the (F)(6) aggravating 
circumstance, based on a finding of especially heinous or depraved. Heinousness and depravity "focus on 
the defendant's mental state and attitude as reflected by his words or actions." Brewer, 170 Ariz. at 502, 
826 P.2d at 799. The trial court found the following factors supported the finding of especially heinous or 
depraved: (1) relishing of the murder, (2) gratuitous violence, and (3) helplessness of the victim. See State 
v. Gretzler, 135 Ariz. 42, 52,659 P.2d 1, 11 (1983) (listing 5 circumstances, referred to as the "Gretz/er 
factors," that can establish especially heinous or depraved circumstance). 
4 2 In the special verdict, the trial judge first reviewed the· evidence presented at trial and then listed the 
above factors as establishing the (F)(6) aggravating circumstance. However, defendant complains that the 
trial judge did not link the evidence with the factors by saying specifically what evidence supported which 
Gretz/er factor. Defendant argues this lack of specificity prevents meaningful appellate review. See Gregg 
v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 195, 96 S.Ct. 2909, 2935, 49 L.Ed.2d 859 (1976). We find that the special 
verdict is specific enough to allow for meaningful review of the sentence. 
43 We begin our analysis of the three Gretz/er factors found by the trial court by noting that a finding of 
senselessness or helplessness alone will not usually support a finding of especially heinous or depraved. 
See Gretz/er, 135 Ariz. at 52-53, 659 P.2d at 11-12. However, a finding 9fhelplessness along with a 
finding of one of the other three Gretzler factors-relishing the murder, gratuitous violence, or mutilation 
of the victim-will usually support a finding of especially heinous or depraved. Brewer, 170 Ariz. at 502, 
826 P.2d at 799. Based on the following analysis, we conclude that the trial court properly found the (F)(6) · 
circumstance of especially heinous or depraved based on the finding of two Gretzler factors: gratuitous 
violence and helplessness of the victim. We find that the trial court improperly found that defendant 
relished the murder, but that the other two Gretz/er factors he did find are **601 *68 sufficient to uphold 
the finding of the (F)( 6) circumstance. 
44 Because the words in the statute "especially heinous, cruel or depraved" are stated in the disjunctive, a 
finding of heinous or depraved will prove the (F)(6) aggravating circumstance. See State v. West, 176 Ariz. 
432,448, 862 P.2d 192, 208 (1993), cert. denied, 511 U.S. 1063, 114 S.Ct. 1635, 128 L.Ed.2d 358 (1994). 
The trial court found that the state failed to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the murder was especially 
cruel. 

i. Relishing the murder 
45 In the special verdict, the trial court noted that defendant was observed gambling in Laughlin the day 
after the murder. Defendant lost between $1,100 and $1,200 gambling, which may have been money that 
he stole from Irene. The pit boss at the casino agreed with defense counsel that defendant was "quiet and 
not doing anything out of the ordinary" when he was gambling. 
There is no evidence that defendant bragged about the crime. Cf West, 176 Ariz. at 448, 862 P.2d at 208 
(bragging about beating up "some old man"); State v. Runningeagle, 176 Ariz. 59, 65, 859 P.2d 169, 175, 
cert. denied, 510 U.S. 1015, 114 S.Ct. 609, 126 L.Ed.2d 574 (1993) (laughing after murder and bragging 
about "good fight"). The day after the murder, defendant called his mother and told her: "[H]e thought he 
had done a terrible thing. He thought he had killed Irene .... [H]e was going to kill himself." 
Although the fact that defendant gambled soon after killing Irene reflects !l certain amount of callousness, it 
does not prove beyond a reasonable doubt that defendant relished the murder. Furthermore, there is no 
compelling proof that the money he lost gambling was Irene's. Therefore, we find that the state did not 
prove beyond a reasonable doubt that defendant relished the murder. 

ii. Gratuitous violence 
46 Gratuitous violence, as that term is used in making a finding of especially heinous or depraved, is 
violence in excess of that necessary to commit the crime. See, e.g., State v. Hinchey, 165 Ariz. 432,439, 
799 P.2d 352,359 (1990) (finding especially heinous or depraved circumstance where defendant used more 
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force than necessary to kill victim by using multiple instruments to inflict wounds). Defendant argues that 
the mere fact that the victim suffered multiple wounds does not establish a heinous or depraved state of 
ntind, but instead shows that defendant was out of control. See Hinchey, 165 Ariz. at 441-42, 799 P.2d at 
361-62 (Kleinschmidt, J., dissenting). 
4 7 In the special verdict, the trial court characterized the murder "as a brutally savage attack of shocking 
proportions." Defendant apparently used numerous instruments to inflict injury to Irene: namely, several 
knives, scissors, and a wooden salad fork. See State v. Wallace, 151 Ariz. 362, 367-68, 728 P.2d 232, 237-
3 8 ( 1986) ( defendant's use of several instruments when less violent alternatives available to accomplish 
murder constitutes heinous or depraved state of mind). Irene suffered 34 stab wounds and slicing wounds, 
puncture wounds, and many blunt force injuries. Her nose was broken, and there was evidence that 
defendant had kicked or stomped on her. There was compelling evidence that defendant had strangled 
Irene, and the autopsy revealed that she died from asphyxiation and multiple stab wounds. We conclude 
that these facts prove beyond a reasonable doubt that defendant inflicted gratuitous violence on the victim, 
and this shows an especially heinous or depraved state of mind. See Brewer, 170 Ariz. at 502-03, 826 P.2d 
at 799-800; Hinchey, 165 Ariz. at 439, 799 P.2d at 359. 

iii. Helplessness of victim 
Evidence presented at trial indicates that a protracted struggle occurred between defendant and the victim. 
Defendant argues that this fact implies that the victim resisted and was not helpless. He further argues that 
it is inconsistent to have a finding of both gratuitous violence resulting from the struggle and helplessness 
of the victim at the end of the struggle. But see Brewer, 170 Ariz. at 502-03, 826 P.2d at 799-800. 
Defendant contends that helplessness, as interpreted by the trial court in this case, would apply to every 
**602 *69 murder case, thus violating the mandate that aggravating circumstances must provide a 
narrowing function and must distinguish "the few cases in which [the death penalty] is imposed from the 
many cases in which it is not." Godfrey v. Georgia, 446 U.S. 420, 427-29, 100 S.Ct. 1759, 1764-65, 64 
L.Ed.2d 398 (1980), quoting Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 313, 92 S.Ct. 2726, 2764, 33 L.Ed.2d 346 
( 1972). Defendant concludes that the "helplessness" factor, as interpreted by the trial court in this case, is 
unconstitutional. See U.S. Const. amends. 8, 14; Ariz. Const. art. 2, §§ 4, 15. 
4849 The United States Supreme Court has held that the construction by the Arizona Supreme Court of the 
(F)( 6) aggravating circumstance is not unconstitutionally vague. W a/ton v. Arizona, 497 U.S. 639, 654, 110 
S.Ct. 3047, 3057, 111 L.Ed.2d 511 (1990); see also State v. Amaya-Ruiz, 166 Ariz. 152, 176, 800 P.2d 
1260, 1284 (1990). Evidence of a protracted struggle does not negate the finding of helplessness. For 
example, in Brewer, the court held that the victim was helpless, despite her apparent ability to initially 
resist the assault in a violent and protracted struggle. 170 Ariz. at 502, 826 P.2d at 799. Here, defendant 
ultimately rendered Irene helpless by binding her. We conclude that the trial court properly found the 
victim's helplessness was proven beyond a reasonable doubt. 

State v. Gulbrandson, 184 Ariz. 46, 67-69, 906 P.2d 579, 600-02 (1995). 

We conclude that the trial court erred in finding that defendant relished the murder, although we agree with 
the finding of the (F)( 6) aggravating circumstance based on a finding of gratuitous violence and 
helplessness of the victim. Therefore, we reweigh the aggravating and mitigating circumstances. See State 
v. Bible, 175 Ariz. 549, 606-09, 858 P.2d 1152, 1209-12 (1993). This case does not require that new 
evidence be received; the trial court did not improperly exclude mitigating evidence at sentencing, and the 
ntitigating evidence is not of great weight. See State v. King, 180 Ariz. 268, 288, 883 P .2d 1024, 1044 
(1994). Therefore, this case is appropriate for reweighing by this court rather than remanding to the trial 
court. King, 180 Ariz. at 288, 883 P .2d at 1044. 
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5960 Furthermore, "[i]n weighing, we do not simply count the number of aggravating or mitigating factors. 
The quality and strength of each must also be considered." State v. Willoughby, 181 Ariz. 530, 549, 892 
P.2d 1319, 1338 (1995)(citations omitted). In Willoughby, the court found only one aggravating 
circumstance-pecuniary gain-and substantial mitigating evidence. 181 Ariz. at 548-49, 892 P.2d at 
1337-38. The court upheld defendant's death sentence, however, because the aggravator was extremely 
compelling and overshadowed defendant's commendable 'behavior before committing the murder. 
Willoughby, 181 Ariz. at 549, 892 P.2d at 1338. Similarly, in this case, although we did not find that 
defenclant relished the murder, the finding of gratuitous violence is entitled to great weight. The (F)(6) 
aggravating circumstance would have even more weight if defendant had relished the murder, but based on 
gratuitous violence and helplessness, the evidence of defendant's especially heinous or depraved state of 
mind is convincing. This was a particularly gruesome, brutal, and protracted killing. Defendant physically 
restrained the victim, stomped on her, stabbed her numerous times, and strangled her. 
Therefore, we have independently reweighed the aggravating and mitigating circumstances and considered 
the cumulative weight of all the mitigating circumstances as we find them and conclude that the death 
penalty is the appropriate sentence. 

State v. Gulbrandson, 184 Ariz. 46, 71, 906 P.2d 579,604 (1995). 

2. In addition, the Ninth Circuit addressed the state court's "gratuitous violence".finding: ' 

The two remaining claims in Gulbrandson's proposed petition challenge the state court's finding that the 
murder was committed in an especially heinous, cruel, or depraved manner. He argues that because Dr. 
Kolbell stated it was impossible to determine the point at which Gulbrandson might have known Irene was 
dead, Gulbrandson could not been guilty of using "gratuitous violence," which is defined under Arizona 
law as the infliction of excessive violence after the defendant knew or should have known that the victim 
was dead. State v. Bocharski, 218 Ariz. 476, 189 P.3d 403,421 (2008) (en bane). 
These claims fail to meet the high standards of§ 2244(bX2)(B). First, Gulbrandson fails to make a prima 
facie showing that he could not have previously discovered the evidence in Dr. Kolbell's report through the 
exercise of due diligence.§ 2244(b)(2XB)(i). Gulbrandson's diligence is undermined by Dr. Kolbell's report 
itself, which states that "the mild deficits evident in the current examination could have been identified, 
perhaps to a more prominent degree, at the time of [Gulbrandson's] initial adjudication, had 
neuropsychological ex-amination been undertaken at that time," ( emphasis added). Thus, Gulbrandson's 
own expert confirms that this evidence could have been discovered at the time of trial. Yet Gulbrandson did 
not obtain it until some sixteen and a half years after the trial and some twelve years after his state post
conviction proceedings. Because he provides "no legitimate justification" for why he could not obtain the 
information earlier, Gulbrandson has not demonstrated the diligence required under§ 2244(b)(2)(B)(i). 
Morales, 439 F.3d at 533; see also Bible, 651 F.3d at 1064 (holding that a wait often years after an 
evidentiary request could have been brought was not diligent). 
Second, Gulbrandson fails to make a prima facie showing that "no reasonable factfinder would have found" 
that the murder was committed in a heinous, cruel, or depraved manner.§ 2244(b)(2); see Pizzuto, 673 F.3d 
at 1010. A reasonable factfinder could determine that his use of"several knives, scissors, and a wooden 
salad fork" on Irene and the "particularly gruesome, brutal, and protracted" fashion of the murder, 
Gulbrandson, 906 P.2d at 601, 604, were sufficient to show that Gulbrandson "should have known he had 
inflicted a fatal wound but continued nonetheless to inflict more violence," Bocharski, 189 P.3d at 422 
( explaining that murders committed in a brief burst of rage with single weapons were less likely to involve 
gratuitous violence and citing Gulbr~dson as an e~ample to the contrary). This "unchallenged evidence 
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provides a sufficient basis on which a reasonable factfinder could find [Gulbrandson] guilty" of using 
gratuitous violence and thus cominitting the murder in an especially heinous, cruel,·or depraved manner. 
Pizzuto, 673 F.3d at 1009. 
Because Gulbrandson has not been able to demonstrate either due diligence or actual innocence as to his 
claims that were not presented in his first habeas petition, his application to file a second or successive 
application for a writ of habeas corpus is denied. This denial is "not [] appealable and shall not be the 
subject of a petition for rehearing or for a writ of certiorari." 28 U.S.C. § 2244(b)(3)(E); see also King v. 
Trujillo, 638 F.3d 726, 733 (9th Cir.2011). 

Gulbrandson v. Ryan, 738 F.3d 976, 998 (9th Cir. 2013). 

Arizona Supreme Court explained in 2013 in Benson (citing Wallace fli?: 

... As previously explained, gratuitous violence can be found if the defendant "use [d] 
violence beyond that necessary to kill," and "continued to inflict violence after he knew 
or should have known that a fatal action had occurred." Bocharski IL 218 Ariz. at 494 ,r,r 
85, 87, 189 P.3d at 421 (emphasis omitted). Benson does not dispute that he committed 
more violence than necessary to kill Karen. Rather, he argues that insufficient evidence 
exists that he knew or should have known that Karen was dead when he inflicted that 
violence. But the State only had to demonstrate that Benson knew or should have known 
that a fatal action had occurred when he continued to inflict violence--not that Karen had 
died. See Wallace IV, 229 Ariz. at 160 ,r 21, 272 P.3d at 1051 ("[T}he inquiry is not 
whether the victim was dead before further injury was inflicted, but rather whether more 
injury was inflicted than necessary to kill. "). [Emphasis added]. 

State v. Benson, 232 Ariz. 452,464 ,r 49,307 P.3d 19, 31 (2013). 

THE.DEFENDANT INFLICTED VIOLENCE BEYOND THAT NECESSARY TO KILL 

THE DEFENDANT CONTINUED TO INFLICT VIOLENCE AFTER HE KNEW OR SHOULD HA VE KNOWN 

THAT A FATAL ACTION HAD OCCURRED 
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6 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT . . 

7 FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA 

8 

9 David Gulbrandson, No. CV-17-01891-PHX-DLR 

ORDER 10 Petitioner, 

11 V. DEATH PENALTY CASE 

12 Charles L. Ryan, et al., 

13 Respondents. 
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Petitioner David Gulbrandson, an Arizona death row inmate, filed a petition for 

writ of habeas corpus on June 16, 2017. (Doc. I.) The Court ordered Respondents to file 

a brief addressing Gulbrandson's argument that the petition, while secorid-in-time, is not 

a "second or successive" petition requiring authorization from the Ninth Circuit under 28 

U.S.C. § 2244(b ). Respondents filed their brief and Gulbrandson filed a reply. (Docs. 6, 

9.) 

Gulbrandson raises one claim in the petition: that his ~ighth Amendment rights 

were denied when the state court misapplied the Arizona Supreme Court's narrowing 

construction of the term "gratuitous violence," a component of the "heinous, cruel, or 

depraved" aggravating factor. (Doc. 1 at 13.) According to Gulbrandson, the Arizona 

Supreme Court provided new guidance on the application of the aggravating factor in 

State v. Bocharski, 218 Ariz. 476, 494, 189 P.3d 403, 421 (2008), decided after 

Gulbrandson's sentence was final. 
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BACKGROUND 

Gulbrandson was convicted and sentenced to death for the 1991 first-degree 

murder of Irene Katuran, his former girlfriend and business partner. The trial court found 

one aggravating factor: that the murder was committed "in an especially heinous, cruel or 

depraved manner" pursuant to A.RS. § 13-751(F)(6). Specifically, the court found that 

Irene was helpless, that Gulbrandson relished the murder, and that he inflicted gratuitous 

violence. 1 Id. 

The Arizona Supreme Court rejected the trial court's finding that Gulbrandson 

relished the killing but affirmed the (F)( 6) aggravating factor based· on gratuitous 

violence and helplessness. State v. Gulbrandson, 184 Ariz. 46, 906 P.2d 579 (1995). In 

affirming the finding of gratuitous violence, the court explained: 

In the special verdict, the trial court characterized the murder "as a brutally 
savage attack of shocking proportions." Defendant apparently used 
numerous instruments to inflict injury to Irene: namely, several knives, 
scissors, and a wooden salad fork. Irene suffered 34 stab wounds and 
slicing wounds, puncture wounds, and many blunt force injuries. Her nose 
was broken, and there was evidence that defendant had kicked or stomped 
on her. There was compelling evidence that defendant had strangled Irene, 
and the autopsy revealed that she died from asphyxiation and multiple stab 
wounds. We conclude that these facts prove beyond a reasonable doubt that 
defendant inflicted gratuitous violence on the victim, and this shows an 
especially heinous or depraved state of mind. 

Id. at 68, 906 P.2d at 601 (citations omitted). 

After unsuccessfully pursuing state post-conviction relief (PCR), Gulbrandson 

filed a petition for writ of habeas corpus in this Court. (Case No. 98-cv-2024-PHX

SMM.) The court denied relief. (Id., Docs. 87, 88.) 

On appeal in the Ninth Circuit, Gulbrandson sought authorization to file a 

successive habeas petition, arguing that new neuropsychological evidence showed that he 

1 The Arizona Supreme Court has identified five factors to consider in determining 
whether a killing was especially heinous or deP.raved: (I) relishing the murder, (2) 
infliction of gratuitous violence, (3) needless mutilation of the victim, (4) senselessness 
of the crime, and (5) helplessness of the victim. State v. Gretzler, 135 Ariz. 42, 51-52, 
659 P.2d 1, 10-11 (1983). 
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could not have known the point at which Irene was dead, as required for a finding of 

gratuitous violence. The Ninth Circuit denied Gulbrandson's request for leave to file a 

successive habeas petition. Gulbrandson v. Ryan, 738 F.3d 976, 996-97 (9th Cir. 2013). 

The court concluded that: 

A reasonable factfinder could determine that [Gulbrandson's] use of 
"several knives, scissors, and a wooden salad fork" on Irene and the 
"particularly gruesome, brutal, and protracted" fashion of the murder, 
Gulbrandson, 906 P.2d at 601, 604, were sufficient to show that 
Gulbrandson "should have known he had inflicted a fatal wound but 
continued nonetheless to inflict more violence," Bocharski, 189 P.3d at 
422. 

Id. The court also affirmed the district court's denial of habeas relief. Id. 

Gulbrandson then brought a successive PCR petition in state court, claiming that 

under the "new" guidance of Bocharski, there was insufficient evidence to support the 

existence of, the (F)(6) aggravating factor. (Doc. 1-1, App'x D.) The PCR court 

determined .. that Gulbrandson's claim was not colorable, explaining that Gulbrandson 

"knew or should have known that he had inflicted violence it:i. excess of that needed to 

kill," and dismissed the petition. (Id., App'x A at 4.) The Arizona Supreme Court denied 

review. (Doc. 6-1, Ex. B) The United States Supreme Court denied Gulbrandson's 

petition for certiorari. (Id., Ex. C). Gulbrandson then filed the instant habeas petition. 

Gulbrandson challenges the PCR court's denial of his successive petition, 

specifically its application of the (F)(6) aggravating factor. He contends that the PCR 

court failed to narrow the factor as required by Bocharski. With· respect to gratuitous 

violence, Bocharski requires a showing that the defendant inflicted more violence than 

was necessary to kill and that he "continued to inflict violence after he knew or should 

have known that a fi;ital action had occurred." 218 Ariz. at 494, 189 P.3d at 421. 

Gulbrandson cites the medical examiner's testimony at trial that. "most, if not all" of the 

victim's wounds were inflicted prior to death. (See Doc. 1 at 33.) According to 

Gulbrandson, this means that the state failed to prove that · he inflicted wounds after he 

knew or should have known Irene was dead, and therefore the PCR court's denial of the 

- 3 -
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1 claim was an unreasonable application of clearly established federal law under 28 U.S.C. 

2 § 2254(d)(l) of the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act ("AEDPA") (Id. at 

3 35-37.) 

4 DISCUSSION 

5 Respondents contend, among other arguments, that the petition is second or 

6 successive and the Court lacks jurisdiction to consider it. (Doc. 6 at 5-8.) They also assert 

7 that the claim involves an issue of state law and is not cognizable on habeas review. (Id. 

8 at 9-10.) The Court agrees with both arguments. 

9 1. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

The petition is second or successive 

Section 2244(b) of the AEDP A provides in relevant part: 

(2) A claim presented in a second or successive habeas corpus application 
under section 2254 that was not presented in a prior application shall be 
dismissed unless-

(A) the applicant shows that the claim relies on a new rule of constitutional 
law, made retroactive to cases on collateral review by the Supreme Court, 
that was previously unavailable; or 

(B)(i) the factual predicate for the claim could not have been discovered 
previously through the exercise of due diligence; and 

(ii) the facts underlying the claim, if proven and viewed in light of the 
evidence as a whole, would be sufficient to establish by clear and 
convincing evidence that, but for constitutional error, no reasonable 
factfinder would have found the applicant guilty of the underlying offense. 

22 The Supreme Court "has declined to interpret 'second or successive' as referring 

23 to all § 2254 applications filed second or successively in time, even when the later filings 

24 address a state-court judgment already challenged in a prior § 2254 application." Panetti 

25 v. Quarterman, 551 U.S. 930, 944, 947 (2007) (holding that competency-to-be-executed 

26 claims are exempt from AEDPA's limitation on second or successive petitions because 

27 such claims generally are not ripe until after the time has run to file a first habeas 

28 petition). The Ninth Circuit has acknowledged that the reasoning of Panetti is not limited 

-4-
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to competency-for-execution claims. In United States v. Buenrostro, the court observed 

that "[p ]risoners may file second-in-time petitions based on events that do not occur until 

a first petition is concluded" if the claims raised therein "were not ripe for adjudication at 

the conclusion of the prisoner's first federal habeas proceeding." 638 F.3d 720, 725 (9th 

Cir. 2011) ("A prisoner whose conviction and sentence were tested long ago may still file 

petitions relating to denial of parole, revocation of a suspended sentence, and the like 

because such claims were not ripe for adjudication at the conclusion of the prisoner's first 

federal habeas proceeding."); see also United States v. Lopez, 577 F.3d 1053, 1063-64 

(9th Cir. 2009). 

Gulbrandson contends that his new habeas petition, while second in time, is not 

successive because his current challenge to the (F)(6) factor, based on Bocharski, was not 

ripe until the state court denied his successive PCR petition in 2014. (Doc. 9 at 4-5.) The 

Court disagrees. 

In Magwood v. Patterson, 561 U.S. 320, 330 (2010), the Court addressed the 

question of "when a claim should be deemed to arise in a second or successive habeas 

c~rpus application" under § 2244(b ). Noting that "second or successive" is a term of art 

in the habeas context, the Court examined the phrase's statutory context and concluded 

18 . that "second or successive" refers to the state court judgment being challenged. Id. at 

19 
332-33. The petitioner in Magwood had successfully obtained resentencing in a first 

20 
habeas proceeding. Id. at 326. After he was re-sentenced and had exhausted his state 

2i 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

court remedies, he filed a new federal habeas petition under § 2254 challenging his new 

sentence. Id. at 327-28. The Court held that Magwood's second-in-time petition 

challenged a new or intervening judgment for the first time and was therefore not a 

second or successive petition. Id. at 341--42. 

Here, by contrast, Gulbrandson is challenging, for the second time, the same 

judgment he unsuccessfully challenged in his first petition. See id. at 338-39. There has 

been no intervening judgment, only a denial of collateral relief of a claim based on a 

purported clarification of state law. Id.; see also Burton v. Stewart, 549 U.S. 147, 156 

(2007) (per curiam). 
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Courts have consistently held that an intervening change in state law does not 

exempt a second-in-time petition from the statutory bar on successive petitions. For 

example, in In re Page, the Seventh Circuit directed the district court to dismiss a second

in-time petition as successive even though it was premised on state law that had changed 

in the interval between the federal petitions. 170 F.3d 659, 660-62 (7th Cir. 1999), 

opinion supplemented on denial of rehearing, 179 F .3d 1024 (7th Cir. 1999). The court 

held that a second petition attacking the prisoner's original judgment, the same judgment 

attacked by his first habeas petition, was successive within the meaning of AEDP A even 

though it was based on a case decided after the first habeas petition was denied. Id. 

at 661-62. Similarly, the Third Circuit in Johnson v. Wynder concluded that a claim 

based on an intervening change in state law was "second or successive," explaining that 

the fact "that a legal argument' is unlikely to succeed, or is even futile, does not make it 

unripe." 408 F. App'x 616, 619 (3d Cir. 2010). 

The language of § 2244(b) compels this result. See Lucero v. Cullen, No. 2: 12-

CV-0957-MCE-EFB, 2014 WL 4546055, at *9 (E.D. Cal. Sept. 12, 2014) ("The 

language of§ 2244 strongly indicates that second-in-time federal habeas petitions raising 

claims based on changed state law are 'second or successive."') In Leal Garcia v. 

Quarterman, 573 F.3d 214, 220 (5th Cir. 2009), the Fifth Circuit rejected the argument 

that the "sole requirement for a permissible non-successive petition is that the claim on 

which it was based had been unavailable at the time of a first petition." The court noted 

that under this reading of the statute a petition would be "non-successive. if it rests on a 

rule of constitutional law decided after the petitioner's first habeas proceeding because 

such a claim would not have been previously available." Id. at 221. However, "§ 

2244(b) prohibits such a result. Newly available claims based on new rules of 

constitutional law (made retroactive by the Supreme Court) are successive under § 

2244(b )(2)(A)." Id ( emphasis in original); see also In re Page, 179 F .3d at 1025 

(rejecting the argument "that if there is a reason for filing a second petition-a reason 

why the claim could not have been included in the first petition-then the second petition 

is really a first petition") ( emphasis in original). 

-6-
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Gulbrandson states that his claim was "unripe" when he filed his first habeas 

petition because the Arizona Supreme Court had not yet clarified the gratuitous violence 

element of the (F)(6) aggravating factor. (Doc. 9 at 4.) However, neither that fact, nor 

Gulbrandson's assertion that the PCR court's rejection of the claim constitutes a new 

factual predicate, removes the claim from the category of a second or successive petition. 

See In re Page, 179 F.3d at 1025; see also Lambert v. Davis, 449 F.3d 774, 777 (7th Cir. 

2006). Under Gulbrandson's view of§ 2244(b), the district court could hear a second-in

time habeas claim arising from_a change in state law, but a second-in-time claim based on 

a change in constitutional law would be considered successive and require authorization 

from the Court of Appeals. This anomalous outcome "can't be right." In re Page, 179 

F .3d at 1026. 

2. The claim is not cognizable on habeas review 

Gulbrandson alleges that the state post-conviction court violated his Eighth 

Amendment rights by "misapplying" Bocharski's construction of "gratuitous violence." 

(Doc. 1 at 13.) As Respondents note, however, "it is not the province of a federal habeas 

court to reexamine state-court determinations on state-law grounds." Estelle v. McGuire, 

502 U.S. 62, 67-68 (1991). 

In Walton v. Ar~zona, 497 U.S. 639, 655 (1990), overruled on other grounds by 

Ring v. Arizona, 536 U.S. 584, 589 (2002), the Supreme Court held that the Arizona 

Supreme Court had construed the facially vague (F)(6) aggravating factor in a 

constitutionally narrow manner by setting out guiding criteria, including the use of 

"gratuitous violence" as evidence that a killing was heinous or depraved. See Lewis· 

v. Jeffers, 497 U.S. 764, 777 (1990); see also State v. Gretzler, 135 Ariz. 42, 51-52, 659 

P.2d 1, 10-11 (1983). The PCR court's determination that under Bocharski the "heinous 

or depraved" factor was proved does not implicate federal constitutional concerns. 

As an initial matter, it is debatable that Bocharski narrowed the definition of 

"gratuitous violence." Previous cases have required a showing that the defendant knew or 

should have known the victim was dead before inflicting additional violence. Bocharski, 

218 Ariz. at 494, 189 P.3d at 421 (citing, e.g., State v. Medina, 193 Ariz. 504, 514, 975 

- 7 -
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P.2d 94, 104 (1999)). In addition, in Bocharski the Arizona Supreme Court itself listed 

Gulbrandson as a case where both elements of gratuitous violence were present; intent 

was shown by Gulbrandson's use of several different weapons to attack the victim. 

Bocharski, 218 Ariz. at 495, 189 P.3d at 422. 

Because a state court's errors in applying state law do not give rise to federal 

habeas corpus relief, federal habeas review of a state court's finding of 

an aggravating factor is limited to determining "whether the state court's [application of 

state law] was so arbitrary and capricious as to constitute an independent due process or 

Eighth Amendment violation." Jeffers, 491 U.S. at 780. In making that determination, the 

reviewing court must inquire "whether, after vie~ing the evidence in the light most 

favorable to the prosecution, any rational trier of fact could have found" that 

the factor had been satisfied.Id. at 781 (quotingJackson v. Virginia,443 U.S. 307,319 

(1979)). 

Gulbrandson does not allege that the PCR court's denial of his claim was so 

arbitrary and capricious that it constituted an independent Eighth Amendment violation. 

Instead, he asserts that the court's "failure to narrow the constitutionally vague (F)( 6) 

statutory aggravating factor consistent with the requirement of Bocharski . .. constitutes 

an unreasonable application of clearly established Federal law" under 28 U.S.C. § 

2254(d)(l). (Doc. 1 at 36.) Gulbrandson's invocation of the AEDPA does transform this 

state-law issue into a federal claim. See Langford v. Day, 110 F.3d 1380, 1389 (9th Cir. 

1996). 

CERTICIATE OF APPEALABILITY 

Rule 1 l(a) of the Rules Governing Section 2254 Cases provides that the district 

judge must either issue or deny a certificate of appealability when it enters a final order 

adverse to the applicant. If a certificate is issued, the court must state the specific issue or 

issues that satisfy 28 U.S.C. § 2253(c)(2). A certificate of appealability may issue only 

when the petitioner "has made a substantial showing of the denial of a constitutional 

right." This showing can be established by demonstrating that "reasonable jurists could 

debate whether (or, for that matter, agree that) the petition should have been resolved in a 

- 8 -
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different manner" or that the issues were "adequate to deserve encouragement to proceed 

further." Slackv. McDaniel, 529 U.S. 473,484 (2000). 

The Court finds that reasonable jurists could not debate its conclusion that the 

pending habeas corpus petition is second or successive under 28 U.S. C. § 2244(b ). 

Therefore, the Court declines to issue a certificate of appealability. 

CONCLUSION 

Gulbrandson's second-in-time petition does not challenge a new judgment. He 

cites no authority for his position that a state court's rejection of a claim arising from a 

change or clarification of state law is exempt from the § 2244(b) bar on successive 

petitions. His interpretation of§ 2244(b) is contrary to the case law and the statute's 

language. Therefore, the petition is second or successive. This Court does not have 

jurisdiction to hear it without authorization from the Ninth Circuit. 28 U.S.C. § 

2244(b )(3)(A). 

In addition, the petition consists of a claim alleging only errors of state law. The 

claim is not cognizable on federal habeas review. 

Accordingly, 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED dismissing Gulbrandson's petition for writ of_ 

habeas corpus (Doc. 1). The Clerk of Court shall enter judgment accordingly. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED denying a certificate of appealability. 

Dated this 13th day of April, 2018. 
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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT 

DAVID GULBRANDSON, No. 18-15829 

FILED 
AUG 15 2018 

MOLLY C. DWYER, CLERK 
U.S. COURT OF APPEALS . 

Petitioner-Appellant, D.C. No. 2117-cv-01891-DLR 
· District of Arizona, 

V. 

CHARLES L. RYAN, Warden, 

Respondent-Appellee. 

Phoenix 

ORDER 

Before: GRABER,* RAWLINSON, and IKUTA, Circuit Judges .. 

No reasonable jurist would debate the district court's ruling that Petitioner's 

claim is successive and therefore, by statute, authorization is required from the 
/ 

court of appeals. See Dist Ct's 4/13/18 Order; 28 U.S.C. § 2244(b)(3)(A); see also 

Gulbrandson v. Ryan, 738 F.3d 976, 997-98 (9th Cir. 2013). Accordingly, 

Petitioner's motion for a certificate of appealability (Docket Entry No. 7) is 

DENIED. See 28 U.S.C. § 2253(c); Slackv. McDaniel, 529 U.S. 473 (2000). 

* In this capital comeback case, Judge Graber has been drawn to replace 
Judge D.W. Nelson. 
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DECEMBER 9, 1992

1:35 P.M.

OPEN COURT

Of I.l'le jUI" 3

THE COURT: The re<.'o['d ma%j [eflect the p•esence

com'Jse] and 1.be Defendant.

•l['. •4alke[" is goiHg to [esul.e the stand?

MR. MORRISON: Yes. he's rJghl, o•[sJde l.he

THE COURT: gol.l'r'e sl:lll ulldet

MR. HORRISON Thank

DIRECT EXAHINATION CONTINUES OF DR. WALKER

Q Docl_o[, I think when we stopped yestetdav

eye,ling _You we•e just getLin9 into the a['ea of the oatl'iologic

I•erJe K•l:u•a0's bo(]•. I tll[nk •,ou irt(]ical;.ed, (]oct.(:,[, Lh•t

1.here we]'e severa] major cate&lorJes in the Datbo]ogi(:

H3 1eco]]e,::t/on •s •¢e Lh•t. st.a•"t.ed to d•scuss

SUPERIOR COURT
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A Yes.

Q C•n you discuss

8rid palpebr•] hemor•d]•ges?

bu]bar and pa]pebra] hemorrhage?

A Well these hemo[•h•ges •[-e small hemo£[-hages

thai a['e associsted with the eyes. The bulba[" hemo•'rhages a•e

•hose tb•t •re on the surfsce of the eh•ebal] itself. The

D•Ipeb[-al hemo[r-hages •Ye those which a•-e on the sack• the

with the cover'isg of Lhe e•eball. So this ps[-t[cula[ item

simply (}escrJbes the pz'esence of m•J]{.ip]e sm•]] hemo]•]"J'Jages on

the struetnres a['ot/rtd the eye.

Q

henlo.•l:h ages ?

A Well.

considering them

capil] s['ies th ['Otlgh

taken all by themselves and without

ass<::,ciatior* with other [ilIdiltgS, the• are

8n(] [.]]eh •l"e []'iol]•hL t.o ar'Jse when the

which the b].ood [lOWS beCOllle ilicoi.[)eteftL.

t:o[1•.•JJ] t.]']e b]o<>(] fol one 1"easo;J

and. tl'•e•e[,:)•'e, the blood <:ells beak

sm•]] blood %.esse]s and cre•t,e these

be seefl I. itll l..he naked eye.

tl'*rou•d'i Ll'le walls of the

Q Docto.•', would this be consJst.ent w•tb

dying [*:om asph\:xial/ion?

A

SUPERIOR COURT
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for the wails of the cB[)•]]l•lJes to become incompetent.

Q Docto,-, l Lhink •o,.•'ve also noted un•e• this.

blur•t neck inju['•, •['ea, ab[•sions to the skill of the

A Yes.

Q csn •ou desc['ibe those fo•- us?

A Well. ag•i0, abrasion,s a•-e scraDes on the skin.

And

of the skin on the, right front side of the neck. An(] the•'e

was also a dlagonally-pl•(:e(] liHe•[ abr'asion on the right

f•",:)nt s](]e of the neck.

this pa['tlcula[" case t|le[e wer'e some i£'•egular scrapes

Q Oo(.'toc, I'1l hand you Exhibit 51 •hich is a

to the juroz's poi•it, out roy l.]'*e jury, • should s•. whe•'e

these inju[ies yOtl jUSt •)[eviousl• testifie• in ['espect to a[e

] (>c• ted?

A Well, I',i talking aboul these abrasiorls that

are on the cigllt f•'or•t, side of [he neck. This i• the •iagonal

]:iJ)ear'ubras•(,ns. An(] t.J)e•e other brown s•)ot.s ur'e sma]]ex

i •'• egul•" abL'asions.

Do<.'Lo[', yoH've also [loted ul!(]e£

]njuY_• • fract,u]e of the ]eft. su[)e•i(n horn of the

caFtilage.

A

the blunt neck

SUPERIOR COURT
ble•a, Arizor•a
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one a[ea. IH this c•se ove[ on the left side. The superio•

born ]s • p•rt of the carl. liege t]'*•t *'•ses on the b•ck of il..

AHd the[e is one on each side. There is • super•io[ ho•'n o£

Q D(:,(.'tot', S'ou've 9or Note:

bluest ir•juFies. Can you descl-ibe the

category, multiple

\,a •' [ous subca tego£-ies

mentioned that the['e were patterned ab•asions on the posterior

chest that •s to s•y, the back of the trunk

on the left buttock. The p•tterned abrasion on the left:

butt.(>ck b•(] a sb•[)e t.b• was su99est.Jve of b•v•g been c•used

b• imDac[ with a Da[tJ.alls. cuFved object such

s]'l,:)e.

The I)atte['l'ls rot'reed otl tile abrasions

on tlJ• posl,•l"J o.l' ch•l, J t. •aaJl t c] e•' wha I, the •n•pact.JJ'•9

object t. iqhl: Ita%,e been ill •llaL pa['tJculal, location. Bill the[e

aHothe[. Arid that late[ on du[ing the inter-hal exar, inal:i<m, I

oft the back of the chest.

And then on tile same sJ(]e of the t.lnnk, t,bal is

to sa• the l:[g/it-harld side of the tFul'lk but ilq

SUPERIOR COURT
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•ere fractures of five consecutive ribs. So

the abzasious superficisll_v then. And the•-e

fr'schu•es beneath that.

Q Doctor', I'II show

in reference to this chest injury,

what's been marked as a photograph

you to take • look at that. And

and ask you t<> take s look at that

that there were

were the

a couple o[ photog•-aphs

[-ib injury. I'll show you

•bJb•t No. 49. and

II also show you Exhibit 50

please.

A Yes, sit'. And these both these photogt'•phs

both shoI• the unusual patterned abrasions as well as some

nonp•tte;ned •b['•sJ(>ns on lhe rJ•bt sJ{]e of •be back.

Q Doctor', let ,•e hold these up so the {uty

the close-up, Exhibit 50, is Lh•t the ]oc•tJon wbe• e

obse[ved some fractured ribs?

A Yes. beneath that. beneath that abrasion° yes.

Q Would _•ou agtee with me that part of that

abrasion iS semicircular in nature?

A There at-e some ei£cul•[" impacts, yes.

Q Is it possible it coul• h•ve been caused by a

shoe?

tO be

Yes.

Oka\_. Doctor

other. inju•'ies hl

this abrasion there appears

the cer;t•al back area?

those •e t•,o othe• •brasJo••s.

SUPER ION COURT
Hesa, A]•Jzona
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A Yes, I did.

Q ,•o • tot•l o[ fi%,e ribs fractured i•* tile

A Yes.
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Q A]] on Lbe same side of

A Yes.

Q Doctor, you LesLi[ied a

print on one

to

few momeuts ago

A Yes,

Q I'll sIlo• you Exhibit 48.

the body?

moment ago about a heel

of the victim's buttocks.

MR. 8PILLMAN: Your Honor, I'm going to object

the <-'ha['actet-izatiou of the testimony of a heel pi°int.

THE COURT: Objection sustained. Rephrase.

MR. MORRISON: I'm sooty.

Q BY MR. MORRISON: Doctor, you've testified a

to an abrasion to one o[ the buttocks of the

abrasion you've testified iu resDect to

A Yes.

O Does the shape of that

any potential causes?

Does that depict the

abrasion suggesL to you

A Yes.

an object such as

Q Doc t o•".

the buLLock at'ca of

A

shin area

I thought that that suggeste• impact with

the heel o£ a shoe.

(]Jd yoa observe any puncture wonnd• Jn

the victim?

embedded a segment o£ more or less a c?lind[ical shape

SUPERIOR COURT
Mesa. Acizona

Yes. There were there were three punctare

the [ight buttock. And, in addition, c'.,n the le[t

there •as a fourth punctule wound Jn wh:ich

•4ound
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e.mbedded u•> to • dept.b of

Q Doctor, I'll

and ask •'ou t<:, take a look a[ E•hibit 47,

d(> •(:,•.• zecognJ•e wbst's shown Jn t.h•t?

A Yes, I do.

Q What Js t.bat?

•ight buttock.

smears, but Jr.

a fou• at

Q

with •'espect

dJ •gnos• s?

A

show kjO|l • £ew more photogt'aphs

a L•hotog ['aQh. AI'L<:I

A This is centrall_• in this photograph is the

And it shows on the skin Stl[f•ce a Jew

•]so shows t.]'}J'ee ptn'Jci.le wotJnds. And

least £ou• ab['ssions that a•+e •II In the s•,ne

these the pi/liCtlJfe wOu[lds

makilig • e fe['ence

testified

thological

AII,J t.hal. S

That's the close-.D.

the [:)ot-tiorl of •(3<:)<.]

SUPER|OR COURT

Best seen on Exl•ibit 46.

the close-up of that

An4 it act,Jall• has the

A

|ell shin

A

A

bFoketl end of

Yes [ do.

And is Lhat

sre•?

Yes, it is.

t.bose t.•(>

Yes

O Doctor, I also hs•td you Exhibits 45 and 46 and

?ou t•ke a look all those i• a mo.|ent. Do you [+ecogrlize

E - 12
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Q Docto[, you've also listed a catego[y, mulLiple

the •o]•r •spect LO the ]eft wrist?

A Yes.

Q Can you t['asslate thah lot" us? What a['e you

la]k•n9

A Nell, jus• again, at• irlcised woun• is a kind of

sh•L"p £orce injur?. The shallo• sh•rp fo[ce wour•ds we call

w•s • )-e]•tJve]•; sha]]o• •oun(] on the vo]a]" as pictn]"e(•, which

is the i•ne[" aspect of the t, rists.

[ace, •:•It,, uppe[' and lowe[ e•t•'emities. (•vt •Ol]

Lh•t for 1•s, please?

A I th]uk yestec(]ay I testified that the•e were

at least 34 sh•[p for'ce %•oun(]s. Host of these we[e incised

•s being st•b wour•ds, buL still we[e fai['17 shallow. Examples

(>f those wou]c] be several of the wounds on the scrip which,

elthough they weEe chacacteE'ized •s stab wounds, the• went

deeper t,h•n the scrip. They di(•pe]f(n'•t.e the

Pr'obabl] the best exa•,Iple of a stab wound in this

SUPERIOR COURT
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tot-so j•st. at, the edge of the, ]o•er edge of the rib cage on

the tight 9ide• the [ight f[o[•t pail of Lhe tot-so •l•ete Lhe

chest wail meets the ab•<)m•na] •a]]. •n•t t.hJs •s a stab wound

which colJlG be t['aced du[ing the autoDs• examination to

into the abe]omen wllere the st.ab wonnd perforate(]

With a total •4OUl'ld •)ath of apgt'okimately four'

all the auto•).H-h examination with Lhe o['esen<ze of al)D[oximatel Y

400 cc's. Tbat,'s a ]Jt.t.]e less than a •)JrJt of b]oo4 Jr) the

pe[itoneal cavils, which is the abdominal cavit•. S<) that il•

gene•"a] t, ern•s is wJ]] charectel'Jze the s]'*ar• force

And this stab wouHd thl:'olJgh L|le liver whi<.q• is an

t.lJal's has an excellent blood snpp]• was ass(>•::iate(}

This is

areas where

Q Do•toL',

t.•ke a look at. that

A Yes.

Q Does

scal• l:haL you've

scalp,

A

The su•e•ficial wounds, the slit•'ing wo•*nds, the

especially true on the £ace. And they were located

I'll. show you Exhibit 52 and ask

exbJ bJ t..

ElJar depi<.'t the incise(] •oun(]s I_o

testified Lo a lllt)lltelll: ago?

Lhe /ight s[de of Lhe scal[). [t shows s,:bllle i.ll

SUPERIOR COURT
Ne•a, A['iZOlla

the
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• [)hoLograph Lhat •a• taken in Lhe aut(.)p•y l:'oom arid part o[

[he w<)und• •(> Lhat Lhe ll•" wa• Dre•enL •hen Lhe body

Q Doctor, again showing •(>u Exhibit 45.

a(]ditioll to the purlcture WOlJl•(• whereiu there is a [)iece

w(>t.in(]• Lo Lhe lowe• ext•emities?

inelse• woun(]s that •'e [)reser•t (n• both the rlght-loi•eF

ext]•em•Ly •n(] the ]ef1.-]owe• extremity. Thele •so •"e some

scra•es Ehe['e il't the

I Lhi•Ik you'•,e •l['ea(]• made [e[e['el'ice to that photo•][af)h when

A Yes, A1 though

eviden(-•e f(_',•" blu•dl injuries

t.be face •tb so-c•]le(] black eyes.

there •re although there is

Lhat one (•,i see (:,r* boLh sides

e_•es •ud uD he[e, the question was

SUPERIOR COURT
Mesa, .h•"izon•
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over another. In tb•s particular a]•ea0 the ]eft. s•de of the

up[)e[- liD, the['e a['e several stab wounds aiu] it's [-eally

it's very •ffJeu]t to count them. But •t.'s eash• enough Lo

see that they go in Oifferent di•'ections. They go

horizontally. Some are p]•ced diagonally,. An•I then nearby

hel:e on the lower lip is one that's almost star'-shaped because

•t Jt must bare been caused by mu]tJ•)]e

Q Th•nk you, doctol'.

Doctor, dh] you observe any inju['ies

nose area of the victim?

A I could feel a [["acture of the nose,

Q A broken nose in laymen's teems?

A Yes.

Q And that is •-eflected b• the a[2pe•Fance or her

nose in Exhibit 51. Do you ?ou nee@ to •'efe[ to it again?

A Well, I d<n'J't know that ] (]on't know that

Lhe pawticula[ ap•)eal•ance of her nos• caught •}• attention.

But • •'ou]d say that the b]acken/ng of the o]' the

hemot.t-hag" e

nose wou] (]

yes

0..

of (lea th?

A

in the soft. tissues around the eyes and nea£ the

be reflective of •J injury such as a broken nose,

Doctor, di• you ,•ake a finding as to the cause

Yes, I did.

%•hat was thaL fJn•]ing?

,•UPERIOR COURT
Mesa, ArJzona
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A We]], I said that the cause of death was

multiple stab wounds a•d blunt neck inju•-•'.

Q Doctor'0 when you say multiple st•b •ounds, we•-e

the•-e any one of these stab wounds in aud of itsel[ which

could have been fatal?

A Well, the stab wounds which went thr'ough the

liver would ce[tainl• have bees fatal without medical

attention and possib]_v would bare been fatal even with very

[;•om[•t med[c•l attention. The sl•ab wouuds to the scalp,

although I could nDt demonstrate that

majo•- blood vessels, scalp wounds are

cons] der•b] e b] ceding.

tbeh: had J•tel-]•u•ted any

well-known to cause

There were also wounds there was •, incised

wo•nd of the ]ef; w•-ist •hich w•s gaDJng, and a]tho•gb

te[tibly deeD, might ha•e inte[[upted one or more large blood

vessels. There •s •]so a 9•pJng •ound, stab wound on the

eight w[isL which I see in one of the [)hotog•'•Dhs, although I

justi[y including that as pa[t of theEelt would

death.

Q

by itself

A

Doctor-, was the wound to

which 14ould have definitely

Yes.

SUPERIOR COURT

•Jes• Ay'i•,o•s

the liver the oul•: one

resulted ir• her death?
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caused bee death all by itseI[ e•,entually?

A Well, •t wolJ](] ]]a•e ]']•d to bare been

combi•'latio•l of inte•'l*al blee4[ng ai• ex£ernal bleeding.

Q D(>ct.or, you've Jn(]icat.ed

evlder•ce of if]tel'hal bleeding?

A Yes, I

Q And ,,'hat was that?

A Well, Lhe[•e was, ill addition t(.', app•oximatelv

400 c<_''s of blood, whi<'•h was mostl• liquid blood, il'l the

pel'Jton•a] c:a•J {.•" o•- t.be ab(]omJn•] cav•t>;, t.]•e]e was

i00 ce's app•-<.)xi.latel•: of blood in the ['ight pleu•al

T'be p]eu]'a] •pace J•; that si:)•ce •b:icb •e a]] ha•e we ]•ve

eo•tai•is jus[ a fe• ec's Of waLe[• fluid. But if the•e

J}'}jul"h; to the c]}est wail, <n t.o t.be ]ung, t.bat (n" t.o

hea•'t even, []le pleural eavit3, o['- pleu•'al spaces

aL:c1J•.i]]fft.e • co]'Js•de•ab]e ffmonnt of blood.

bad. a]t.h.:)•g].i the ]'•gge(] bony en• of the fractnre (]J(]n't tear

the lungs, they did •i91-1J[)[ •lie intle•" lining of the ehe•t

wail, wbJcb is called the p]el}r•. An•] beca•se t,bey

SUPERIOR COURT
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Q Doctor", was Lhere a sufficient degree of

interhal bleeding to suggest that he•" death resulted from

internal b] ee,dinQ?

A No. I would have had to take

suggestion that there was some substantial

into account the

amount of blood

This

superior horn of the thyroid cartilage.

Ideation in the genera] terms I think

[-i•_]ht i• the cente•- of the neck?

The voice box Js Jn the centei of the

Doeto['. do you ha%,e an oDinio• as to how this

r'esulted or what could have caused this?

MR. SPILLMAN: You[ Hono[• I'm going to object.

for specu]atJon on the p•rt of the doctor.

THE COURT: Sustained.

Q BY HR. MORRISON: Doctor-, given the natuye of

the in jutlea, with • reasonable degree of medical ce•'tain{l?,

•;e •/()• •b]e to p•'ov/(]e •:• opJn.•on b•sed upon •:ouJ" training,

exDettise, •nd exDe[ience ms to what type o[ force would h•ve

SUPERIOR COUNT

f•'acture o£ the left

You've described the

k'ou said it would be

A Yes.

E•ont of the neck.

could have

A

]<>st at the site where bet body was found o•" elsewhere.

Q Docto•• ['efe•'ring to the neck injur?• I believe

we h•ve t•Iked •bout it. You've indicated that there •as •

•l"actuze of the thyroid c•l"t/]•ge (•" I should sa• a

E - 19
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A We]]. I certified the death as a blunt neck

injury and that includes various •)ossibilities as to •,hat kind

of force, otbe; thsn to s•h' • blunt one. One could say a

squeezing, or an impact with a blunt object. Those a•-e the

things tbat come [.o mind.

Q Doctor, what was the [-esult to the victim

what ha•)•ened t<; her as a result of •he ca•vtilage being

f]-actu•"ed?

A Well, there

there is enough fo•'ce to

of the cartilages or bones thst a]-e •ssociated •J•h the voice

box, that that same force will result in imDai[ment of the

ai)"wa•,,. And. in other w(>•ds, Jt wi]] Jnter]-upt, at ]east

is a verb, strong sugQestion that if

•racture the thvroid cavtllage or any

Jn this case?

A I think there are yes, I did.

Q And is that [e[lected b? the various

hemo•rhages that •ou've testified in respect to?

A It was •'ef]ected by the various hemorrhages

that were around the eye, the hemot-rhsges which are not listed

Jn the on •be •)a•ho]ogJc (]Jagnosis sheet, but which a•'e in

•, autopsy •e[)o[t which were [ou•d iH the sm•ll strap mnscle•

SUPERIOR COURT

•Ja•.tiallk, the flow of air' that one is breathing.

Q con]{] that in turn cause death hy aspb•'xia?

A Ye•.

Q Did •'(:,u see •)hysical evidence of asph•,xiatlon

E - 20
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i•J t.be neck

Q

A Yes.

Q Doctor,

this f[actu[e of the

and •]so Jn the base or the ]"oot of the tongue.

8o cause of death by asphyxia?

the inj.•• that you've desc'ribed of

thy•'oi@ c'a[til•ge, would it be co|•si,gtent

w]|]| someone being stJ"•ng]ed in • m•nnex" •s I'm showing you?

M•. SPILLMAN: Objectioo spec c•lls

s•}ect•] atJ O13.

THE COU•T Sustained.

Q BY MR. MORRISON: Doctor, based

tt-ai{]ing arid experience I'm not asking you to sa•. it caused

]L, I'm ju• sa•.Jn9 t.o • reasonable de•ree of nie(]Jca]

certainty, would it be <]onsister•t with this type <Jr motion?

MR. SPILLMAN: Your Honor, I'm going to object.

Agai•• I think this question has al£eady been •sked and

answe]'ed by •be Defendant (sJc]

THE COURT: Objection sustained.

MR. MORRISON: Hay we approach?

THE COURT: Yes, yotJ m•.

(Whe['eupon, the following p['oceedings took place •t. the

berich betweer, Cour't and connse], out of the bea]-Jng of the

jury.

MR. SPILLMAN: He's al•'ead} testified [hat the

SUPERIOR COURT
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like could h•¥e been caused b•_, a b]unt force o:•" squeezing.

MR. MORRISON: Doctor Your Honor, I think

there is • •]•fference between this kind of squeezing •nd this

kin4 of squeezing. [ think if he could h•ve testi[ied it was

this way, tbJs w•y, or •gaJnst an object, it's not

speculation, as • matte•- of f•ct: it's opinion.

THE COURT: Counsel, wbJ]e we •re here, let me

mention something. Altho•gh there has been no objection by

counsel during the examination, bl•ke, of this witness.

have gone over with the witness on more than one occasion

•reas of questioning that can <u)]y be described as truly

gruesome.

Exhib£t 51 is an example of that whe[-e the

photograph w•s shown once to the jur• to show the area of the

abuasions and then shown to the jury again with uespect to the

]•cer•tJons. There w•s •]so 8 time when yon asked [he

about the 8bt'asi.:)ns to the left buttock area and you c•me back

and 8shed the witness aguJn •bout that. Ther'e was a time when

you •sked the witness about the fractures to the [ib cage and

c•me hack •gsin. And maybe hou're not aware of this• but

asked the witness again about the [[•etures to the t-'ib cage

•lea whe1e be not on]? went into Jt twice, the t•,o Jn the

back, but the [{re in the

] can unde]'stand that •o• ma• w•nt to demonstrate

guaphically to the jury the nstu[e a•d extent of the i•juvies

SUPERIOR COURT
Mesa, A[izona
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an(] the possible cause of them. • can

this testimony is very is quite poss£blh• di£ficult £o• the

jury. A)•d • don't w•nt to •nf]•,•e the•, •nymore than

necess•[• b•, Qolng o%,er something twice.

•nothe•- situation wbel"e the question w•s •sked about the

squeezi•lg e•['liet' on an(] now we are back to It again, the

s(]ueez•ng in • d•fferent manner.

So may I ask that you need t<) do an area you

need to 9o Jnto eel-Lain areas of •njury using an exhibit thal

you do so. but 4o so only o)'•ce so as to re]lave the ju•y

any an:<•eties that they might h•)ve •bout •,•ewin9 these things

more than once and inflaming them anym<:,t-e than is absolutely

necessaz'y fo] the proper presentation of you•' case. But the

objection is sustained.

MR. SPILLMAN Thank

(Whe[eu{Jou, the following pvocee(]ings we£e held in open

cou]'-t and w•th/n the hea]'in9 of the

Q BY MR. MORRISON:

in jur3,, yo),)'ve used the terms

hemosiderir•. Car• you ex{)laiu

sJgn•£•cance of that?

A Yes. Well hemoside[i¢• [s a

an altered hemoglobin. Hemoglobin being

SUPER IOR COURT
Mesa, Arizona

Doctor, refer-ring to the neck

that there existed DO

•¢hat that mesns? Wh•[ is the

chemical l•hich is

the ox,.,,gen carr?ing
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[•Jgment in Ye(] b]oo¢| cells. When

[esult.s in blee<•ing i••to the t-issues,

flomet.Jmes (]•;s, sometimes ]o)•Qe/", fo'r

Such as •or ex•m•)le, J.•• • b•'uise, where *•e have all have

% b]'uJse will change co]o2" •n• will evo]¥e ok, er •

usuall• some da?s.

Well

nn•]e£goes chemical

chemic•l

t.hel'-e Js •n injury tbal,

il: t•kes awhile,

t.bat Jnju••_ t,o resolve.

was a sto•'y" I:hat came to Nle SOlllehow that

MR. SPILLMAN: Object t,:) the st(n-•, that came

him a••(] him •'elat:ing

THE COURT:

Q BY MR. MORRISON: Doeto[', is whal: you

telling u• that the lack of hemos•(]e•-Jn excuse the

bt.ltche[-ed p[-onutlciahioH suggests a ['ecen[ inju•-y?

A Yes, c(>unse], that.'s cor•"ect.

Q DocLo£, you, I believe yeste[-da?', gave us a

tol:al llul,lbe[ o[ <)[ WOI.I[II•S, b<,)[h Slla[p o•'

•UP•RIOR COUR•

that area to •ee whet|'le["

]',e.los•(]el•.in "is pzesent..

hemo['['hage Lhat i•ould be

t:]'•en it, suggests t.hat an •njuJ"_Y

aL leasl: seve[-al days ill age.

the blood that COl•ta"ins Lhe hemoglobin also

(:hanges. And t.be hemoglobin changes to

called lleliloside['ill. A[id <)lice it's dOfle that, it's

I.o m•ke a m•c]'oscop•c stud? (>[ a tissue sample
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] •e,rJe• of pbotograph.n tod•y, doctor. Do these photographs

2 depict all of the injuries that you obse•ved and that •ou

3 numbered in yonr Lot.•] count?

4 A No, the[e are a few that at'e missing, a small

5 mil'lo•'it•,. And I Wottld include in that some sha•"p force woutlds

6 on t.he ]eft ban(I, so there are soi.e a few ad(•Jt.Jona•

7 that are not well shown on the pllotogz'aplIs oF llOt showl'l a[ all

8 •n those phol.ogl'apbs.

9 Q Doctor, is there anything about the r•atu•e of

i0 these i*lj•.•ies tha( would suggest to you Lhat Lhey occu•'•ed

•] after" death?

12 A Well, it's •e£y difficult to disLinguish and,

13 pe£haps, impossible to Oistinguish be[ween wounds that

]4 •hor't]> before death an•] •om•t]s t.h•t occur s]•ort,]y after"

15 death. I would say that the over'all pictu•'e, taking all of

•6 the wounds logelhe• and taking the other information that.

17 available to ,le, photographic in£o£'llla{iOll ab(.)i/t Lhe scel]e

[9 not all o[ the wounds we•'e inflicted before death.

20 MR. MORRISON: I don't bays any

21 questions, Your

22 THE COU•T: MJ'. gp•X]man.

23 MR. SPILLMAN: Thank kou, You•

24

25 (GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.

,qUPERJOR COURT
['le•, Al:'izol•a
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CROSS-EXAMINATION

26

BY MR.

ted

A

SPILLMAN:

Q Doctor, when l•ou •aade _•,ou[" determination o£ the

death afte[" the autopsy, that l•as alter you had

After the di•ectlon of the organs, yes, sir.

And did you also have whatever in[ormstion that

you received regarding

A There was some additional

information that came to me later on.

Q An(] so yon gave

reasoiiable medical tel'taint?;

A Yes, I did.

the crime scene or prior to that time?

photograpbJ c

the cause of death

is that correct?

Q So you were reaso•-•ably certain that that was

the cause o£ death when .•.ou made that report?

A Yes, s•r.

Q No• were you also and that reoo[•t indicates

cause of death blul•t [•eck [ujury a•d m•Itiple stab •ounds,

correct?

A Well, actually I initially certified the death

as being due to a blunt neck injury.

Q So the cause of death that you are telling us

about that you gave, this blunt neck injury and multiple stab

wounds actually •sn'l. your fJ•'st determination, it Was yo•r

SUPERIOR COURT
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]
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7
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I0
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].5
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secol,(] cause of

A That's t['ue. Yes. that's t•ue,

Q Wer'e •ou t'easo•ably cert•in then on Na•'eh the

12th •he•l you gave the cause of deaLIl as blunt neck

only, that that was the cause of (]eath?

A Yes, I was, counsel.

Q Now you state• jtlst flow in respol•se to the

DYosecuto•"s questio•• [hat you couldn't Jell foi: sut'e whethet-

A FO•" the most. •a•"t tb•L •s coz'l"ect,

Q You also t.esEified colicerning so,le

inju•'ies on the butl.<•ck a•id oi• tile shoulder as I recall

A I said the abrasion on the blJ[tock was

suggestive o£ impact wi[h a shoe. And that the and in

res•)onse t.o q•est,•onJn9 flom col•nse], I saJ(] that the

abrasions that l•eve up oil the £'ight back would also be

cons•st.e;•t •tlJ l,avJng been cause(] by that k•nd of an object.

Q Now you •'ecall ioherl I had al• inter-view with

A You did have •es, you did.

Q ll]d •]o •'on [e('•al]. ill(][catil'l9 t,:) me thai: th,:)se

injH[-ies that had a set ,::,f semi(:i•:•ula• [•[.te['n •e[e also

•[]PER]OR COURT
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consistent wJt.b someone being •nsbed

dOOL'kllob,

A I don't •'ecall sa•'ing that but if

Drobably }ou would klloW bette[- than I

fa]]•ng •gainsl a

I did, I

but I p•'obably

had

I don't believe [ •ouh] have made that asse•'tion with u'ega[•]

l,o the buttock.

to[-so Datte[n i•lji•y o[-' the btlt[.ock in]u•-y that absolutely

anything ()the[' [han some semiei['cula£" object: isn't thai

COtJ"ect ?

A That i• eo•'•'ect.

Q 80 yOtl Cal]'t testify that it was or wasn't

caused b•" a shoe, <)•" a dooFkl•ob, o£' so•e othe• semici•'culat-

object?

A

Q Can •ou tell f•'(>m you[ autopsy and examination

what kind o£ inst['ul,]ent eal]sed ei[heF the stab i•oun•]s

of the sharp force type

A No, othe[ than to sa•, that a knife woul4 be a

likely

Q Woi•]d ally sha[p il-lst•'u,•ent be likely to have

ca•se(] these t•.pe

A Yes.

SUPERIOR COU•T

)eference to the -injuries on the back of l]3e u•peJ' torso.

to
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• •o it, ma_v not neces.•arjly have been

that correct?2

3 A That's correct.

4 Q Could it have been causec] [)•' scissors, o•le

5 b]a(]e or both b]•(]es of B scissor?

6 A It would have to be lii l.ll'lUsuall 7 oofisl;ri.lote(l

7 scissor with lots of very sharp edqles an(] •dlth very few blunt

8 presentJ ng edges.

9 Q So u==likely it ivas causeO by scissors

] 0 A Yes.

II Q on any of the woun•s• Lhe shar• force

13 Noiv you said that the sii'igula•' slab ivoilfld [()

]J l.]'ie ab(]olQel'} coi, Jn• fl"¢)m the ]Jver iBJgl][, ha're caused death: Js

15 that co{•-ect

] G A Yes.

17 Q if iiot treated?

18 A Oh, it would have caused 4eatli if not t['eated.

19 Q You also have testified that there was zilch

20 evidence to indicate that tIie death ()f this l)evson was cause(]

22 A Wel!. aga£fi, ill [}'le certification of cause of

23 death I spoke o£ both • blui'it neck injury arid of i,ultiDle stab

2J •ounds,

•5 Q And •das that based on your tl'leor_v that the ,•tab

SUPERIOR COURT
Mesa, A•"JZon•
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3O

wo•Jnds ]Jke]y won]<] have cause(] (]eat.]] over a perJo(] of time

withotlt treatment, evei• though the in{•icatlons physically were

that the death •as by asphyx•at,•on?

A Well, no. The indications were that the['e was

an element o£ asphyxLa, that was secondar-y to the blunt neck

Jnju)'y. •n(] t.bat would b•ve been sufficient Jn itself to cause

death. And that in •ddition to that, that the•e were multi[91e

stab w<)•]]•(]s, w]•Jch at. least co]]ect.Jve]y wou](] have been

sufficient to cause de•th.

potentially fatal, however-, •,,as the one to the abdomen which

penetyat.ed the ]Jvel; Js that correct?

A The only one that •as clearly fatal •as the one

to the liver.

Q And that's with the caveat if not t[eated

A No. The stab •'o•Jnd o£ the liver woul• have

been [atal •]m(bst certainly even with prompt medical

t•'eatment.

HR. 8PILLMAN: No [u['t:he•' question,s,

THE COURT: HI-. No•r'ison. Anything

MR. MORRISON: Thank you. Ln'def]h•, Your

{GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.)

8UP•i;R I OR COURT
Mesa, Arizona
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REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. MORRISON:

Q Doctor, I believe you testified yesterday that

some of the punc.tu]:e wounds could have been caused by a fork;

Je that correct?

A Yes.

Q Could some of them have been caused by scissors

as well, the pul'ictHl•e woullds as opposed Lo the il]cised?

A Yes, yes.

Q So it's the i1'%cised wounds that were probabl£

caused by a knife?

A Yes.

MR. MORRISON: Nothi/•g else.

THE COURT: Y(:] may step do•n, sir. Watch

sl,ep, pl ease.

THE WITNESS: Thank you, You[ Hono•.

MR. MORRI•ON: May this witness be •e]e•sed?

MR. SPILLMAN: No objection.

THE COURT: Ve•'y we]].

{Whe[-eupon, the •'itness was e×cused.)

MR. MORRISON: State would call Greg

THE COURT: •r. Horr•son.

SUPERIOR COURT

Balla[•d.
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